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Du:r1na; recent y~a:vs the objeotives of eduaa:t;!on have 
been b:&oad~ned to ir~elude more than the teaching of apeo.1£.1o 
s1<:1lls Md .fa~ts., O<Jn~etnpolla;t7 ~d:ueat1o:n :J.s p:la.eing a fav 
gtt$ater elliphaal.e upon the de\reloxJlilent of a pel-11..\on aa a 
WhOl$•..;..h:ttJ att3.tu.des, lus 1ntar•~·ts~ Wld. hia adJu3tm.entJihl 
S,paeoh t~aehera who ha:ve oart-tied on s1gnitioant e~et'"iln~:nte 
~d l-tork in a.naly~ill$ the ef'.feots or $peeen training upon 
the pe~tion a11e · Muv:ray; Norvelle ~ Gilkinson, Kllower, and 
me.ny otheX»s. 2 Attitude$ of the apeakex• in the ~Speald.ng 
aituation hav~ been aasunted1 for the purpose of this 
trtu4Y'.t. to. be ot td.gn1f'1cant ilnportan<le in a oonsidtt'ation 
of the pert$<:>n ae a whole. 
The pu.t>])Oie of thtfl theaia was to d3.$aovevbow three 
e;:ttoups ot taetor$• ... phylrl1<lal" $d.Ueational., and pe~'cholQgieal 
raotOX?$~•eol?relatec1 with the $p~ec.h attitu.dea ot t,'ltuden:bs 
enrolled in Lodi Academy du:t~lll?; tbe BOhool year o:f.l 
l952tlj>l9!33. 
I. THE fROBLEM 
Statement of the prp:'b~etn• It waa the purpoae ot 
this study to determin$ 'by .meazl& ot standat'di:a:ed teste and 
. /, . 
qu.estionna~res Which of the following thirteen .raato~a., it 
any, may have. afteoted the speech att:Ltrudea .. as evaluated 
• ' I ' 
by Knower• s S,R!f~,GA b:Pt~:i,t,P.de Scale,. Form z.,3 of atu.dents 
' . . '. . . . ' . ... , ' 
enrolled in Lod.:t. Aead~my at the time of the tetJ~til'l.g: 
PHYSIOAL~•age1 artioulatiol1.; sex; EJJUCATIONAL•,.,.g:rade level, 
oral ~eading, sohola~ahip, ailent.reading,; PSYCI-IOLOGICAL--
emotional adjustment_. 1ntell1genoe., re~idenoe with par-
ents, aize or family., social adJuatm(:mt1 and unity of 
religious belieta .. 
. rm~~r~§UlOe .9.t. the f;)tu<i¥:• IJ'he importance of' a study 
on the aorvelat:ton of phya:1ea.l 1 educational, and psycho"!' 
logical flaotors with $peeoh attitudes lies in its attempt 
to imp.t'"ove und~rmtanding ot the young per$Ol'l of high school 
age as a 11unitied personali t;v, u4 a 11\lthole pe;tt$0l1.t n5 a.n 
. 3Franklin II~ Knol're:t1,. S,p,~f,SCt\ At;titUde Sc~le, ll'2rnl l 
(Chicago: o .. H~ Stoelting Company.., I93ti), PP•- 1 .... 5. - · 
'4·Edna W, Bailey,. Anita D. Laton1 and Elizabeth L. 
l31$hop ~ ;s,tudzin~ ,C,hildre,n !B. .. ~ci'loc;>t (New York: MoG:raw;..Jlill 
:Book Compru1.y 1 :trio.,· I9Wl:.r p. l$1£ • -_ 
5Elbel."it W •. Ha:rrington., 111l'he Role ot Speeoll in Lib-
eral Eduea.tion,n The ~uarterll Journal of ,S;peeoh1 23~28,3., 
April,. 1937.. - ' · I - • I ' 
"integ~a.ted pe:t?aonality .. 116 Teachers and parents otten tail 
to reoogn:tze 'the taot that a student's failure to do well 
3 
:tn school,. intellectually or sooial1Y1 is o:f'ten caused by a 
combination of many interrelated taotoln~., such as low 
intelligence,~~ unfavorable attitudes, trail health, person .. 
ality problems .. ph.yaioal handicaps, limited x>ea.ding ability" 
home eonfliote'* and Qthe:t~a ~ 1 · · 
The challenge to $eoondary education is indeed 
greater than eve1~ bet ore, con$1der1ng that 80 per cent to 
90 per cent ot Amer1oan youth in the urban areas now attend 
secondary aohoole, in contrast t~ 5 per eent of' the same 
age gl?oup who attended school in 1890. The aeoo:ndary 
school population in th~ United Statee now ia counted in 
the millions. These young people are turn:tng to the 
schools ot J\nleP.ica for help in preparing themrselves for· 
suo.<H~aliltul living 1n the. a.ooiety of today.8 A $tudy ot 
the p~ob:t.ems o:f' youth made by the Ame.rioan Youth Com .... 
mission ;tndioate$ that by. fal?-the majority of the young 
6Roberta L. l?oos.1 nA Speech Course of Study for 
High Sohoola 1." lllJ:t$ ~~rterl:[ ,J,9!3.:rn~~ 9£. S13~eq:t:1;, 23:283, 
Apri11 1937. · · · 
7 J. R¢aw~ll Gall$-gher, 11Why Boys Fail1 tl ~h:E:. Atlantic 
Monthl¥1 18!).:!)21 f4a,y, 1950, · · 





n ,WA~. !~~r..~.e~.l~ .~.9txt~tl~ 2£ .. S,l?~eq}l.J 25: 36"7, 
Oo o'ber, 9 o. 
people of today ~re dete~ined to lea~n how to adapt them~ 
selves sucoesstully to the situations in which they find 
themaelves.9 
AdJustment to other people and to social conven-
tions . :ta of primary impo~anoe during the teens and early 
twenties. It a young person is to make that adjustment 
auacessful.l:v. he must tu'ldeJ?stand himself. hia attitudes. ' ,... .. • • -, ~ '" .. ~ . ~- . ··- .. "'""<"" ... . ··- •.. ~ ··- ...... -----~ ~~, 
hi$ baokgl:"ound, and hi$ pre$ent social tra:tta .. 10 Pratt 
describes .adole;!HJenoe as "a period fraught with special 
menao.es to mental health 11 .; 11 Oantoni verities the above 
description by aa.ying that "adolescence is a turbulent 
ti.me in which the young individual attempts to f*ind his 
'place in the world. nl2 
Too many sohoolli.l do not meet the oh.allenge of: pl'ie .... 
pe.l:'1ng thes~ young people for li~e~ placing too mu,ch 
erapba.aia upon the development of. a $t\~d~nt 1 s intellect and 
9:aa:tley, Laton, and B:L$hop, .Q2• cit • .!1 P• 156~ . 
. lOFred MeK1nney1 $ chol · 91. ,g;e~aona~ Ad~uf.rQID;ent 
(Nevt York; John Wiley an Sons, ·no*" l9If9)1 P• 3·1. · · 
llaeorg<1) K. fratt> u~ersona11ty and Social A(lju$t ... 
rnents . of. Oo:tlege Stude:uts j n The ~uar~$,r;L,;z Jo-u~nal !£. 
S$2eecJ~~ l0;$61+.; November, 192If; · · 
l2LQu:1s J~ Oap.ton:L, uA Study in Emotional AdJust ... 
rnent; The Oo:vrelation of Student and Adult Forms of the 
l3ell AdJustment Iltventory over a Period of Th1l1teen. Years, 11 
f~l!cp.ti,op~l and 's;v:ch$2lOk>icil, l.l{eaauv~ment., l5 :142, Stunrae~~ 
9~. . ... . . . 
4 
not enough. upon hiS emotional development.l3 The curricu• 
lum ilhouJ.d.relate itself specifically. to the pupil 1a 
ex.perie:nces, both prek·H~mt and :rutureJ·4 . 
Sinoe.speech·is the reflection of the whole per'"" 
lJ;:T aonal1ty1 ;> teachers of .apeech, along t'Jith psych:tatriats 
and. other$ ... deal:.tng \dth mental. hygiene_,: realize that speech 
o1a.s$es are an :l,mpo1?tant part "'f the ourr1culv.m aa f'aJ? ae 
pe:tlsonali ty adjustment is concerned .,16.. *lbe:retore, as· 
tv:ttty .and Skinner have aaid., ·. 
It 1$ mofi&t. 1mpo;J;'ltant that those t~ho deal with the. 
language development of young people keep this lanM 
guage free from emotional blockinga and make youngsters 
aware ot their own poV¥er$. :t.:r 
Speech teacherkl hav$ always realized. that pe:t>.,. 
aonality difterenoee""'"'attitudee and adjuatmenta ...... are 
re$pons1ble :i.n a large $hal?e for differences between 
l3tvt. Rittwagen, 11How to Protect our Oh.ildren fl?otn 
Mep'bal :tll.neas, 11 Saturdaz Even.:tns l?oat~ 225 ;33, November 
".j ( .. ,· . l. nr.·'? .· .· • , •·• . , • . -
GG# ~~At . . 
+4·oraig Baird,. u'lhe Muoa.tional l?hilosophy ot the 
Teaq~~r ot Sp$eoh, '' The. Qtuarterl~ jiou:rp.i~~. o.£. ,Speech; 
24:!>52,. De¢ember1 .l9$8. 
l5r4oK:tnney,. Sll• cit • , p. 392. 
. .l61.uwood 'Mu~ay, "Speech t.rl?aining am a. Mental 
llygiene Method"' 11 ~a Qua.rt,el?ll J Ot;t:tmal 5t!. S12eech,. 20 :38, 
Febl'fUary,~~ 1934, · , · . · 
. .. 'l'7J?" .A. Witty and c, E. Skinner,. (eds.) Mental · 
5!KSiene !n. Modern . Education (New York: Farrar and: .R~ehart,. 
o. I !939) .t PP• 31i'( .... !~8. 
E:ffeot3.ve and ine:t\fective k:lpeaket*S .l-8 It. has been s,aid 
that speech is a. phase of personality. Actually,. in many 
ways, speech and personality are almost ayrlonymoua, tor 
1$peeoll improvemEmt results ft'om personality improvement; 
lll~Erwise.- personality improvement results from speeoh 
improvement )·9' It is practicallY impossible to make any 
a:t"e so elo$ely related to hi$ innermost tho·ughts and to 
hi$ a:tt:.t:t;udes .J~O Sinoe Knol+Ter , 21 as well as G1lk1nson22 
and. others, has studied speech as related to personality, 
hi$ epeeah attitudes seale wa£J used as the basis t:or this 
t~Jtrudy., 
11All life comes baok to the question ot our 
apeeah ..... the medium. thl'o1J€;h trthioh we conununioate, '123 ~las 
l8HO"t-lfa~d Gilld.nson and Fx-ankl1n H. Knower, 11!tld1• 
vidual .. Diffe:renaE:Hi among Students of Speech as Revealed by 
~6aygh4. ~logA. iea1:.l1 ....... we1 ... 9~4~0s ...... I., 
11 The SHa.rterll ~ov.ma.~ . .2! s12ee9h11 
2 . : "'- .VJ p~ I . ( + 
19murray., 2l?., .c+,t." ., p. 3'"{ • 
EOJ:pj,d, 1 p + lt4 * 
2lFra:nkl1n H. Knol\ter1 11A St·udy: ot: Speech Attitudes 
and Adjustments .. '' §12eeah MC>nos~ak!h$.- 5 :130~203,. Research 
Annual, 1938~~ · · · ''' · · · ·· · 
eaHoward Gilk1nson1 11Sooial Fears~ aw Reported bY 
Students in Collerc;E~ Speech Clasaee1 11 Speeop, ~<fllPira.12,ha 1 
9 :141•60, Res<iH.trah .Annual, l.9L~a. 
23He.t'.l.ey :t.. E\'\Tbetnk 11 111'each1ng Speech for Human !{e. 
lati<>ns, 11 The Spe,ecq, Teaehe:r., 1:91 Ja.nuaey1 1952~ 
6 
Heney. Jame$' way of expressing the importance of. speech in 
evel;Wday life. Sinoe.good speech is no longer a.luxury, 
but .. a necessity·more and more 1n the modem world,.atti• 
tuQ.es.toward:apeech.likew1ae.beoome·:tna:r-eas1ngly.:t.mpo:~?-
~ : . 
In th1G st-udy an attempt was raade· to develop a. 
speech attitudes aa a basis f'orcoU1'U)3eling and· for helping 
young people better adjust themselvea.to lite•a situations. 
'' 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
• : t 
.f\.e,aqetpz. The term "academy" in thtl.a study refers 
to 11a secondary aehool under troateea.u25 
A,;l{l;ic:rt;t~a;t:ton. Art:touiat1on1 according to Travis, is 
the production ot individual aoun® 1n connected., 
diaeourse;. the movetnent and placement during speech of 
the organa whi'ch sel:"Ve to inter:('Upt or modity the 
voiced o~ unvoiced air stream into meaningful sounds; 
the a:peeoh function pertomed la:l;lgely through the ~gve· 
ntenta of the lower jaTtr, lips,, tonflU$.- soft palate. 
24Robert Frankel1 noharting a lload through ·the 
Speech \'lildemesa,." ~e iU.a);'lterJ..N: Journal ot SJ2eeeh, 
~3~479., octobel?; l.937; _ ....... "" -- ...... • · · - -
25Merriam-Webater ,Webspe:c~ a O,ollfj}B)iate, Diet:.tonarl_. 
,Fi£.th ~:\~;lop (Spr1ngfield1 Maasaeiiuaeuis: . tl. and a .. 
MeJ:ir!ann!ompa.ny; 1938), P• 6. 
t:>6 4 Lee ~dwa.rd 'rravi~ .. tlandb2ok 9! SRe.e~h ~~tnolPil 
(New ·York~. Appleton ... oentucy ... ero~~ts 1 . Inc.~··. tg:;;/{), p. So. 
7 
8 
· Uftoro' a def'inition oi' :articulation is 
the:romnation· of tone into apeech-by adjustments 
of the organs or articulatio~ acting upon the exp1r1ng 
a:tr CUJXents: and also modifying . the already · e~rtablishecl 
tones.27 
Aft.+oulatorl·d:taordera.. Art1<.n:tlatocy diaordevs., 
according to Dr;.· Charles Van R:tpex>.t include "alJ. those 
addition;·: Md· distortion· of the ~peech ·sounds~ u2$ · suon: 
speeoh1 wbich is· uaed bY· three out·. of every. tour- that i.have 
speech pro'blenu:~,. tends to call attention to itself'; in · 
:ract., in severe cases art~culation \'lith defects may be 
qu:t te difficult . to under~.:rcand. 29 
Attitude. 11An attitude raay be defined as the accept-
ance valu~ .of a belief ,.u30 acoo;r;ding to Professor E. w •.. 
Hall o:f'·the Stanford Univet'aity IJ$partment of Ph:tloaophy. 
:Oef1n:1tions ot an attitude .. however., a:t:'e varied, for an 
' . 
. 27 Celian Utford1 ,Tra:tn:l.~ jgr qoll~~e S&;!ea;tce:ra 
(Boato~; Expre1$G1on Company; I¥8. 1 p. 77. 
. B8oh.arlea Van Riper 1 S,peeon Co~ect1o:ru .Frinc:tplea 
and. Methods ( Nel't Yori-o l?rent:1.ce-lial1 .~~ Xric., .19s'+L p. 26. 
29wendell Johnson~ Spencer F. Brown., James F. 
curtis~ Clarence lv. Edney, <:n1d J~'Lcqueline Keaster, ,ST/l.eeop. 
Han ca. ed .ssnool .Qil~.lJ\~e.n {Nei><r York: Harper and Bromiers., 
9 .. I P• 9. . . . . 
30Leonard E. Fel."gUson_. 11 'l'h.e Requirements of an 
Adequate Attitude Scale,; 11 ·P,s~cho,lp,~ . .\c,a,l. Bulletin,. 36 :665~ 
October.; 1939. 
I 
attitude :ta so complex that it is difficult to delin(}ate. 
Likew~.ae 1 it is too complex . to be completely deaor:i.bed by 
a single nvmevical index.$1 
Oth~r definition$ of attitude include t~e followingt 
(l) "verbalized tendencies, di~pos1tione, adjustments to1'1": 
ward certain aota"32 and (2) 11 tbe sum .... total of a man's 
notions,. :ldeas,. .. tears,, threats., and convictions about, any 
specific topic~ u3.l vl.here used in this. study., the word 
"attitude" has the latter meaning. 
9 
Intell~ence., Intelligence has to do with learning., 
p:voblem•aolving, judgment1 and thinking. Hinkelman defined 
it as "the cognitive Side of one•s capacity ;ror adjustment, 
in rough contrast to the rnotivatio.nal aspects o.:r the ad-
justing procese. 1134 Kuhlen stated that inte+ligenoe 
u$u.ally mean~ the ability to learn to ,solve problems, to 
3lr, .. L, Th.urstone1. "Attitudes Can .Be Mea$Ured., 11 The 
American J ou:r"nal 9l.. Sof?:l;<?,lOSi£• 33:5301 Ja11U~U'Y., 1938 ~ · 
. S2aardner Muvphy and. Lois Barclay l.VIurphy, .E:x~~r1• 
mental ~Oyial Psjtehologl (New York: Harper and .Brore:t"s; 
19)!,, P• 0!5. · 
33touis r.;. Thurston.e. and E .. J. Ohave, The l\1easure• 
me11-t 9! A t~i tucl;e (Chicago : The Un1 ver$1 ty of m.:iic'ago Press 1 
I929 >, PP. s~:r ~ 
34Emmet Arthur lU.nkelman, 11 Ir1Jcelleatual Level and 
Personality Adjustment1 11 The Elementarx School Journal, 
52:3l,. September, 1951. - "' · · 
deal with novel situations. He continued that the term 
usually ''refers to the sheer underlying intellectual 
potential., as distinet·trom special l:lkills, background 
knowledge, mot:ivat:lon. u35 
Otis considered intelligence as 11brightnesa1 11 a 
general quality of mind~36 Colvin 'believed that "an indi• 
adjust himself to his environment.n37 For the purpose of 
this tstudy, the word "1ntelligence 11 refers to the intelli-
gence quotient. 
Ma.ladJ;uste4 a:QeH;l.ker. A maladjusted $peeker is one 
who is not well-adJusted to th.e speaking situation. His 
body movements are poorly integrated; he is lacking in 
poise; he seems ill at ease, tense, and inhibited; he is 
unable to speak torcetully 'bedause of nervousness, excite-
38 ment1 fear, or tension, 
'Qt" 
..;~::.>Raymond G. KUhlen, 'l'ne P~a;v;oh;ploeil ot.Adol~flloent 
DevelOJ2m.e,nt (New York: Iiarper and B:rotfiers, l95f0,. p. 87. 
36Arthur Sinton Ot1s1 Stat~lllltical Meth9,d !n J£du• 
,9atf~H~l Mea.a~t:ept~nt (New Yo:rii: World· l3ook Oompany, -x9'25) ~ 
p. • 
10 
37Frederick Elmer :Sol ton,. ;A,dolesoent Education (New 
York: The Ma.cmj.llan Company~ 19.31) 1 p, !87. · · · 
38h"ugene O. Chenoweth, "'l'he AdJustment ot.College 
Freshmen to the Speaking Situat1on1
11 'l'he S,~a:~t:,te~l.l Journal 
of' S.Re~ec,h1 26 :585·86~ Decemberi 19lf0 .. 
ll 
Mental ae;e •. · Mental.age (M. A•) is the score· 
achieved on .. an. intelligence test il'ldic.ating the level of 
1ntelle<::t"tJal·developJ!lent.the.child haa .aat-qally reached at 
the .. time; of 1 the · test:t.rm. . The score is e.xpreaaed in terms 
of years . ~.nd, months .. 3~. .~1he · N ~ A~. ·ia useful in showing ·how 
ra~ along. the .path of· .. mental development .the ·.child. haa 
oome,.hO 
' ' ' ', 
l'erao.na.l,1t;z. P<u?sona.l;tty is rra composite of heredi ... 
taey faCtQ~$.atld.deVelOpnlEll\tal inflUel'lOElS1 Of geUE!$4 ·and Of 
social ex.Peri~noea."4l In other words, personality is 
esaent1allY what you do when you are with others. Tbere"" 
tore, by developing good·tiJoeial habite a person can help 
himself find pleasant human relationa~42 
R.e~d~ ,abilitl.. Readina; abil.ity is a complex 
tu.netion. 43 Davis and the Iowa teat makers feel that the 
39Ba:tley• Laton, and B:tahop1 !2.£ .. qit. 
i-1-0z-b:t.d. 
~-
4lJ?auJ. Heney tand~.s, .. Ado.lescenee and Youth ... •th$ 
Prooeas of Matu.~1~ . (New Yor:k":" laefraw•Hilr13ook ~ompany, 
Inc. ~ !94'5) J p . B • 
42w~yland F. Vaughan# . fel!',aonal. and. Soc;ta! AdJust ..... 
pten~ (New York: The Odyssey Preas 1 ·. I951[)"; p. go.· 
43Margery Anne Mossj i'Tb.e Eft'$ct or Speech Defects 
on Second Gttade. ~etttding Aoh:tevemt;nt~n The Sua;r:terll Journal 
of SJ2eeoh, 24 ;.642, December, 1938. 
toll.o1dng definition of :r>eading ab:ili ty by Riohal~da is one 
Ttl1hich ::Jhould. be ~tideJ.y ·accepted·: 
(J,.) oomp~ehending accurately the 1>1riterts St!I!llSe ot 
m~an1ng,; (2) determining correctly the writer's 
1~eel:1.ng ol.~ mood; · ( 3) apprehend:tng the wX'i ter 1 s e.:x:aot 
tone or attitude toward the re~geJ;"J; and (4) recog .... 
n::t.zing the wr:t ter' a . intention. · • · · ·. 
So~olarsbi.E• SoholarshipJ as referred to in this 
study, ia the average of the students• grades for.couvaea 
completed duziing their years $pent in the high school 
' . . . - . 
grades (n~ne to twelve) until the time of the testing. 
SJ2,e'ech attitude. Speech att3:tuc.1e ia the attitude 
which a person feels towards any ai tuation, publ:to or• pri .... 
vate., in t'lhich he 1a called upon to uae apeeoh. 
S2ett:H.l}! defect. Speech is defective \'then it 
"dav1ate.s · $0 fal .. from the speech of other people that it 
oalla atten:bion to itself.; interfet•ef:l with communication.~ 
or causes its pos~esaO,t'* to be maladju~Sted .. ul.+5 
!Sl!~e.<?lf. education. The te:t?m ''speech education" has 
been used • to · d.eao:~.~i'be a program of $p¢ech tra:l.l11ng for . all 
$tud~nts,. a program pl.anned to dev~lop the ind1apenaa'ble 
' ' ' 
44zrv1ne; H .. Anderaon and. Walter :h\ Dea:tibom, 'lbe 
El$:[(1hol,ost <?f Tea:q~ie{i Read:tn~ (New fork: The RonaldTresa 
Clompany, ·. 9~h · p. 275. 
45van Ripex-, sm,. ~·, p. 15. 
l ') ..:;. 
habits ~d technique$ ot .. speaking, neceasaey :f'o~ normal 
benav~or by the young .pe~son when meeting speaking s1tu-
~t1ons o:f' all ld.nds. 46 
.N~;l,l-,ff.~Ju~ted. SRe.ake~;:. A apeaker who :ts well ... 
adjuate(1 to..the speaking situation possesses a sta.bleJ 
' ·~ ) ; 
well..-ll:~tegrated ·body mechanism; exhibita poise1 baJ.ance1 
i 
ease, nat~:t:>erlness.-: and purposiveness; is free from :tnhi-
·oitiona# bod.;tly ten~;Sionli?"' a.nd. mannerismt:l; apeal-::s coher~ 
entlY; fluently$ and empllatica1ly.47 
III. ORGANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THE THESI<>S 
Related studies which have been made previously in 
regard to speech attJ.tudea.;p aa well as in other areas ot 
speech~ are .considered in Chapter II. The tests and 
questionnaires used. in the testing program, the procedures 
followed in carrying out the study, ru1d a descript~on of 
the group of students tested are given in Chapter III. 
Chapter IV gives the :~:-aeulte or the investigation 
tm.d shows on. bar gx~aphs the :t~elationships or speech atti• 
tude~ with twelve o£ tb.e physical, educational, and. 
psychological factors considered. v11th each graph is 
46uarry G. .Bal"nes 1 11Baa1c Concepts of Speech 
Education.t 11 The SReeoh Teacher., 1 :lL~, January, 1952. 
47cnenoweth, ;1;.9..2• c:tt. 
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l4 
:included an interpretati.on ot the ~e:;n.tl:lHh Chapter V 
att~mpt$ to develop a bette~ tmdetltand1.ng of $p¢$Ch atti• 
tude$ and r$la:t~d factors as a basts totJ oounsel;t.ng young 
people~ 
In Chapter VI app$ara a :summaey ot the study, 
.followed by co:nclU$ion$ which we~e dvawn .1:'tom the re$ul ta 
ot the cottr$lation.a a.nd r~eommenda.tiQna th~t we~~ made 
atter the oolnplet~on ot the 1nvest:tsat:ton. 
A eo:py ot Knower's §Je'c~ A.!t;1 t,ude seale, lo,pm !• 
which ha$ been used as the bas:1a tor this $tudy, and oth.e.r 
testing materials aX"e ass. ambled in the append1oea. 
CHAPTER II 
RELA'I'ltD STUDIES 
Through the yea~a rna11y surveys haVE\! been made in 
various areas of the speech tield. Following are a tew of 
the studies and surveys in the area of speech which seem 
to relate to the present stud~. 
I. STUDIES OONCERNING SPEECH 
Specialists have endeavored to find, by various 
testing programs, the ef.feota of rnaturation upon detective 
articulation;l the relationship between articulation and 
other developmental factors in ohildren;2 the inter• 
relations of speech and reading disab1lities;3 the ettect 
ot speech detects on reading achievement;4 the effect of 
lFor:re$t R. Rose and Robert Mil:tsen, 11Tlte Effects ot 
Maturation upon Defective Articulation :.t.n th.e Elementaxw 
Schools, u Journal of sneeoh D1taordera,. 7 ~35•50; Mat'Gh.t 
1942. . . - - . . 
2Rodney w. Everhart., "The Relationsh;tp Between 
Articulation and Othe~ Developmental Faators :tn Oh1ld:ren1 11 
~:~:~t!r~l~§~ch and Uea:riPS D1SOXtd$r$1 l8:3,32.o,381 
.3.Francea terlowski Gaines, Hinte:rrelations ot Speech 
and Reading Disabilities, u .ll!!. ~a.:rtf.rl;z Journal 9! ~seec4, 
27:104·~ llO~ Februax-y, 1941. 
4Margery Anne Moss, 11Th.e Effect of Speech Detects on 
Second Grade Reading Achievement 1 n Tile Q.Ufo1.rte,t-ll Jou~at g! 
Speech., 21+ :6!~2, 654, December, 19,38. · 
I 
thi~ty•aix speech 1mp~ovement leaaons upon silent reading 
achievement and pattagraph comprehenaion;5 the·;relationahip 
between speech difficulties and detioienoiea in reading 
ability; limitations in intelligence., or other.factore;6 
sex d1tferenoea. in language development and-in relation to 
stutterins;7~8and the neurological connection ,between 
speech, and :rea..din_g~9 
Other studies that have been made on speech and 
related tactors include an analy$1s ot social adJustment 
and the a.peakingvoiee,lO a cor:t?elation of social·atti• 
tudes and·intelligence,ll.a study of the personality 
. 5Morris -Val Jones, "The Etteot of Speech '!'raining 
on Silent Reading Achievements,." :Jp;u,rnal of SJ2,eech .an,d 
.«~ari9S Disorde:t's~ 16 !258-631 September~ 1951: · . · 
6A .. Stet"l Artley,. "A Study of Certain Factors 
Presumed to be Associated with Reading and Speech. Diffi· 
oult$ee,u The. :rouvnal f1! s12eech !!2!! Hear~ ~~s.ordef:s,. 
13;351, 359-'60.- l5eoember., l9'+8. 
7H. Schuell., 11SeJt l>itt•erences in Relation to 
$tuttering1u J:ou,rnal of: SpeaQh Disorders~ ll ;277 ... 98; 
December, J.94b. 
8 l:bid. , 12 : 23 ... 381 ·. December, 191+ 7. 
. . ' . 
. 9Nonna Maynard, "roor Reading, . I{a.ndma:t.den o:f Poor 
Speech1 " 'lbe $J2eeoJ.t Teacher_. 5:4o ... :.t2_. 46, January, 1956. 
lOpaul J. Moses 1 . nsoo1al Adjustment and the Vo1oe1 11 m4 .~f;t.:t::te:rll Journal SJ!: S:ee:ecp..~ 27:532·37 •. :Oecem'beV; . 
l. ' 
llp• M~ Symonds, 11A Social Attitudes Que$t1on~ 
na1re," Journ~l of: :Educational Pslch:ot..ofil.t 16:316 ... 221 May., 19?5. . . . .. . 
16 
tvaits ot b:t'ight and dull ch:1ldren,l2,13 an analya1a of 
the.pos$1ble rela.t:tonah:tp~a~ between :tntell.-.tsenoeandpet'•· 
eon~lit~t~Jt and an e:Krunination,of the·effect of' mental· 
and edu.Gational :r-Ertu.troat:ton on· the· peveo11ality develop .... 
·ment ot ohildren.~5 
A number . ot etu.Ci1es wh1cb ha'Ve ·been d.one within 
recent yee.rs indicate a r~lat:tcmehip betw~en eerta,tn 
tra:tt~ of·pe~aonaiity and achie-vement in public ~peak~ng.lo 
ln a ~tud.y done on stu. dent~ at tbe University of Denver, · 
1\iU~ray- totu'ld that of th~ atudents ent•olled in the speech 
ola.tJae$, the bet·te:r l.S!:>EH':lk~:ri\l were aign:.tfioantly higher 1n 
dominance and aelf-st!ff"iciency than the poor apea.ke:rs'"l7 
11 1 ! lid H Ul I 9'11 . ,~ . 
l2c. :B. W:renn~ L •. w. Fergu1?0nt and J. !u .K¢:nnecly~ 
uxntelligenoe Level. and f$:Caonal1t.Y # 11 Journal ot ~P21al. 
f.$l:Oh.<?,l~~l~ · 1: $01~8.1 August.- 1936. . 
lSw1111~.m McGhee and w. Drayton Ltwj.s, "A Oompa:ri~on 
ot Certa'n lertlfonal1ty.Charaoteri$t1os o:t M~ntallY.Superior 
and Mentally . Retarded. Ohildren,.· 11 J<>Umal ~ iSuqationa;l 
.J!es~~r,cp~ 35 :6oo-6lO;t April; 191+2 ~ · · . 
l41U.oh&.X'd ~e1li1 "Analytical. E$$l'll:Lnat1on of Intelli--
gence~ 11 l,!2£oP,o.1o,&ie.~l Ap~tr~q.1fs,1 26:5791 June,. 1952. · 
l5A, R .. Mangus, uErteet of Mental and.Edueational 
R4:rtardation on l?~r$onal1ty Develo~ent of. Ob1ldven; 11 {Une.r%· 
oan Joum.•.l.£tM~n;ta,l pe~4.9~!.m·~l: .. !>5:208•12, october,. l§S .·• 
l6w1lbur E. Moore, 11li1aotora Related to Achievement 
and lmpvovem$nt in . iublio Speal-e:t.ng,. 11 f,t'.b,e 2Ma.pterl;z JS?UXf1al 
fl!. SR~~.ch,• 29: 21$•17 1 April, 194 3 • 
l7Ell'lood Mu.rray, 11Study o£ Jractor.s Oontr~buting to 
the Ma1-Deve!4opment of the $p~ech Jlereonali t;y f 11 .lfl?.e~o!}. 
fi9~(!£iaJ\&Jah~,. 3;92•108, ReJlJearoh Annual, 1936. 
.I 
' ' ' 
Knower discovered that the students who ranked in· the 
highest 25 per cent on the basis of the teachevst ratings 
of generaf effectiveness nlade significantly higher' scores 
on· hie Speeclf· Attitude. Scale than· did the speat~al;"S v1hose 
teachel"~ had r~ted them as the · low·est ·~5 per cerrt .18 
In a study of college freshmen by Cheni:n·teth it was 
r~vealed that Well~adjusted Speakel"S · tended to be extro-
Verted and dominant, t.thiie poorly adjusted speakers were 
inclined to submissiveness and 111tl"OVersion1 when claasi~ 
f'ied by Bemreutet•• s Pe,rtfona,li t~· lnv,e,ntorl.l9 Dow,. \'V'ho 
made a study of the pel ... $onality traita of/ e.ff'ective public 
speakers; found that the correlation bett-'leetl the traits of 
extroversion, ascel'ldance, and effective public speaking 
ware very small. Thexoei'Ol"e1 he f'elt that as yet no one 
18 
can actually prove the value of such col~relat;ion l:~eaul ta. 
Howev<=l?.t he mentioned that an inlproved technique ot' 
meaaurement in speech or personr~li ty ~ or in both_. llligh.t 
so1ne day ahot~ the relat:tonahipa to be highly significant. 20 
lBF:rarlklin H. Knower, 11A. Study of Speech Attitudes 
and Adjustments, 11 Spe~~h ~ono~rat?hs, 5:130.,..2031 Research 
P~mua.l, 19,38. 
19~\tgene 0. Chenoweth1 11The Adjustment of College 
Freshmen to the Speaking Situat1on1
11 ~ 9P;arte;r:l.z Journt:~.l 
.2£. .~.eech, 26 :587 ... (38, Deoembex.•1 191+0~ 
20clyde w. Dow, 11The :Personality Traits o!' Effective 
l?Ublic Speal<:ers,. II Whe suar,t,erli[ Journal. S?!... ~;Qeech .. 27:531, 
December_, 1941. 
II. STUDIES RELATING TO SPEECH ATTITUDES 
The te~ "speech attitudes 11 is obviously a gene:t:'al 
one, 'but not necessa~ily a complicated one. Knower 
assumes that the person who enjoys speaking and. speaks 
quite a bit will probably be a better speaker than the 
one who dislikes to apeak and therefore seldom does. He 
state$ 
A favorable attitude or filet towa~d speech indi-
cates a predisposition to speak ttnd refle~ts an 
1ntere$t which should broaden experiences through 
which learning may take place. The ~lvorable atti ... 
tude may itself facilitate leaming.c.: 
A peraon with a positive speech attitude enjoys 
speakingJ he has poiae1 contidence, and enthusiasm 1n his 
use of speech. On the other hand,. if a person a'toids 
$peaking because he dialikea 1t, or 1!' he eu:rreva from 
emotional frustration.; nervousness, timidity1 or shyness 
whi.le speald.ng1 he is said to have a negative speech 
att1tude.22 It att1tudea can influence apeech, then it is 
logical to believe that the same person may be more pro· 
.tie:tent tn his speech at one tin1e than at another, 
depend1ng upon hia attitude toward the speal<:itlg situation 
with which he ia currently faced. It would then seem 
2lKnower .. Ol!• c.~P·.t P• 136. 
22Ibid •• p. 135· 
19 
20 
~eaaonable that by training and thus developing better 
attitudes"' one could improve his proficiency in apea.ld.ng • 23 
!t a. person is lacking :Ln conviction about a sub ... 
Jeet, does not have su.f't'icient infonnation about the sub• 
ject under· d.1tih'Jusaic:m1 .· 011 1a t:rustrated ·in any \ffP.Y1 the · · 
speaking situation becomes a dif.ficult one for him.24 ·on 
the other hand1 :l.f' a person is 't'lell~intomed1 is in 
fa.mil::tar or informal surroundinga#·and·haa 'a positive 
conv1ct1on1 the situation becomes aneaayonefor speeoh .. 2!5 
The S;ee~oh· Attitude Seale scQres bear out the ract···that a 
person can have great ind::tvidual differences 1n his sp~ech 
attitudes towards his speech in the various situations 
"t'lthich he :Ls called upon ·to con~ider" Aocord:tng; to the 
restllta of: Knol'ter' ~ scale~ the sa1ne speech ~ctivtt:tes · 
to\1ard which poor speakers are most negative :tn thei:t? · 
atti:budee are ~ most ca~ae the aame act:.tvi tie£> toward 
which. the· better- speal<:ers also ehow the moet negative 
attitude.26 
~e final form of' Knower• s ,SJ2eech . Attitude ·Scale., 
used as the basis tor th:ts complete study~ has a high index 
2S:t.b1d. ,., I p. 191. 
2L~):bid.; 1 p • 199 • 
25Ib14• 1 P• 201. 




or reliability. It provides a uniform, consistent index 
of' the individual'S attitudes towards hi:s.use of speeoh. 27 
Some other studies cit spe~ch ·attitudes and adjust-
.... msnt ha~e • not .proved •. ~o • reliablE~. · Thorn and B~yrigelson 
did an analytical.. study of the. social and speech adjust-
·ment or' good and poor' sp~ak:era by lnea.ns oi: the auto ... 
·: 
·· . biograph! c .. method. 'rhe. autobiographies had to inoll..\de .. 
certain !'acts that Bryngelson felt were pertinent in 
regard to the person's present speech attitudes. Thirty-
':' ••• ! 
eight girls turned in manuscripts .. ·The girls. had pre-· 
'viously received scores indicating that they were'either 
11go~d, 11 "poo~1 11 or ufair, but rather inef'i'ect1ve 11 
21 
speakers. Twelve Judges 1 all with previous psychological 
training and experience, read the lite histories.t selecting 
items which .they t'~lt t"lare positive 1n their intluence on 
thEill speech adjustment of the. students. and. items which they 
oonsiderect negative. Analysis. proved that the· evaluations 
were almost a. matter of chanee1 for the judge$ disagreed 
oonsiderably even in deo1ding which influences were 
negative and which poaitive.28 
27 Ibid., p. 199. -
28Kather1ne F. Thorn and Bry.p.g Bryngelson, 11An 
Analytical Study of' the Social and Speech Adjustment of 
Qood and l?o(>r Spefikers by Means of' the Autobiographic 
Method, u. §R.eec~ Monosra;ehs, 22:61-73 .. March.- 1945. 
II 
'22 
:Anothel' study with inoonclusive :result$ waer oar:r1ed 
on,-~'fith two: hundred ed.uoat:t.on student$ at the Unive~sity 
of London. Thi$ study waivan, 1nveatigatton or the attitude 
of training college students towards the importance of 
good speaoh. !t was carried on by means ot a questionnaire, 
followed by a checking test and a group ot case studies. 
The twenty•six teachers involved had all had at least two 
years of secondary teaching experience. Although the 
students felt able to analyze the speech of other$, their 
observations proved. unreliable. Many showed emotional 
feelings towards their own speech, such as superiority over 
tho~e who did not speak as well as they themselves., Good 
speakers seemed to be more reliable in their evaluations 
ot themselVa$ than were the poor speakers.29 
A more objective means of measuring onaracter 
tra~ts was used in a stud~· which resulted in a remarkably 
consistent and rev-ea:u.ng picture of the attitudes cor• 
related with the trait under investigation. The attitudes 
measured had to do w.tth money and wealth, but Shuttleworth 
was of the opinion that the method would be applicable to 
measurement ot any Qf the attitudes and interests that 
make up character, The method ot analys$a consisted 
29o. o. Bell .. nAn Investigation of the Attitude of 
Tra1ning College Students toward the Importance of Good 









simply of observing the differential distribution oi' the 
reactions of' the opposed groups to the v<.u.,j.olW ty·pes of 
verbal stimuli.30 
It is an obvious fact that people differ in their 
ability to spev . .k well. In attempts to discover the causes 
23 
for the::>e differences, studies have been done o:n the voice., 
on lanb'1J.age, E.:Uld on other s;ymbolic activities; but in ;:rears 
past.~~ little Ctttention vn:.s pa:tcl to the relationship of 
pcPsonali t:r to speech. Using this an.gle of nppl"oach, 
to ~".pply the techniques of' the psychology o:f' perso.nalJty 
to L1.1(' 'J. I.,c·1:l, "''ll 31 t.- :. ,t J ... J .. c.L. 
st-Gtdentb o:J.' speech them;:;elv<:~s arc often c:.vmre of 'chelr own 
30p. D. Shuctleuorth,., 1'f;, New· I·1etllod o2 x·1ea<Sl..U'in.;_:; 
Character Traits, r: School ~ Society, lY ;6r(9-UO, June '(, 
1 ,.-,r• J, --:.'(:,q. 0 
3lyvlo·\·''.,.,., O'l ,_,·7-1· n 1-=~Q --------------------
).! •Jt. .. L) ~.., V....J-V ~ ~ ,Lc!_~•~-~-... "-
--------------------~ 
speech instructors~ only 29 per cent 't'Jere judged to be 
free from some f'orn1 of' emotional difficulty in speaking. 
Of these atudents ?h per cent rated themselves on a three-
point ner•vousness scale to be at least somewhat nervous 
when speakin,g. From this study Knower d:r•etJ the conclusion 
that there raay be a significant relationship between per-
sonalit;r and general effectiveness of speal:::lng.33 
Ono of these persorwJ.i ty problems :i.s rrtt:~r;e fright. 
Fon:Ptecn per;::;ons vrho had :tndicated on a survey question-
ne::J.rc that thc:;-,r suffer from 11severe stuge fright 11 T·mre 
each interviewed for gbout cu1 hour. .Although the .c;rou.p 
mentJoncd a vrl.r:tet;r of' s;vrnptoms, most of them asrecd on 
.feel :tnt; a of' worry, tens :ton, and avoid::mcc tcndencte;:; 1·rhen 
::mt:'l.cipattng ~!. ~poal::i.ng cxperie:rwe. The most sj.gn:l.f':'l.cOJ1t 
f'ind of tho ::~ tuc1;,~ 11::1s the f'8.ct that those sufferinG most 
from st~:t.r:o fr:tzht hr'.d h~id tho least npeoJ::tl.1i.': experience. 311· 
G-j.lld.:n1:1o:n used a soc:to.J. fcurs ncnJ.e, :::-l11ch he h:1d 
fri~:ht, 3:) 1\s a mc2.n:J or hclpin;--; relieve the ten~1ions of 
33Knowcr, .212.. c1 t. ~' p. 131. 
i4·il'Jo-rd T ~"'rc""l1lc''f !ll\n "''rn,or~~-o ...... - ~+-,,a~~- of· ~- ..t. .. ,\ ~ ..!. o '-A \:;. ··~ C:.... J "' t .:..~..t\..t.l .. !.. '--·~ v J. ~~ io-...• l,l L-.. ::/ 
Speech li'right, 11 ~~ quarterly Journal 2.£ Speec!l, 3J: 3~2'(, 
October, 195~2. 
stage fright, he recommended that students v'iOUld be helped 
mt~terially by courses in speech because his conclusion I·ms 
thrit a f'eelilll2; of i.nferiority is the p.l'.tmary cauoe of 
stage .fright. 36 
Pr(?sent-day literature. about human behavior has 
25 
much to say about motiv&.tion, drive, heredity,. and environ ... 
ment; but most of t:tll has been 'l<v"""l"itten on personal:1ty.37 
For example, a stucly ~<Jas recently done by Holtzman e.:.tplor-
ing dif'fer·ences in ;pel"sonali ty among pe:r>sons "11ho showed 
various degl"ees of' stage fl ... ight. Using 1~98 men a.n.d w-omen 
stud·ents at San Francisco State College for subjects., he 
used the Minnesota £'iult,iphas1c J?.e;tsona,lit~ ,J;r.tventorl. to 
measure the:.tr personality factors; and he used t1,-;o 
subjective inventories und a judgesr rating scale to 
measure their stage fr•ight. His personality patterns 
varied_. thm.1.gh, accoro1ng to which of the three measures 
of' stage f:z:•ight he used; sex differences made the .results 
even more conrused.38 
36Howard Gilkinson,. 11A Questionnaire Study of the 
Causes or Social Fears among College Speech Students,.n 
SEee~h Mono~raphs, 10:831 Research Annual, 1943. 
37 Gordon W. Allport, :t:_ersonali ty# A r.azcholo~ical 
_Int;garetation (New York: Heney l!oi£ and TI"ompany, 1937) .. 
p. j . 
38Milton Dickens and William R. Parlcer, "An Exp_e_~·---~-------­
-----m~llta~-stl!Uy of-Certain Psychological, Introspective and 
Rating-scale Techniques fo:r) the f•Ieasurement ot Stage 















Although there is much literature dealing with per-
sonalit;:,r problems, little has been specifically applied to 
ever:y·clay speech problems and attitudes. One of' the reasons 
for this is that reliable techniques fol,.. the study of 
personality have been developed only in recent years.39 
III. STUDIES PERTAINING TO OTHER F'ACTORS 
OF THIS INVESTIGATION 
Selected as factors having a possibly significant 
relationship to speech, speech attitudes, and personality 
development are those considered in this section. 
~· Knower's scale scores, mentioned previously in 
this chapter, indicate that speech attitudes, as measured 
by his scale, vary with such .factors as sex., high school 
and college populations, emotional stability, and social-
1\0 i ty. 4 ; In discussing controversial theories regarding sex 
differences, Prescott said: 
Despite the fact that intelligence tests generally 
have been standardized in such a manner as to elimi-
nate the appeartmce of sex difference there is other 
practical evidence that girls also surpass boys in rate 
of' intellectual growth in a .fashion which roughly 
parallels their physiological maturity, t'Je know, too, 
that interests, preoccupations, and attitudes, and 
problems of personality maturing shift in ways that 
39Knower_, !JA Study of Speech Attitudes and Adjust-
----~men-ts-,u---p--;--1--.3~. 
~~oibid., PP. 13o-203. 
show sign~U'icant correlat;ion with physiological 
maturin.g. 4.L 
Px•escott continued llis discussion tdth the thought that men 
studentr;; face much more difficult Pl"oblems of' adjustment 
Ji2 than those faced b:/ young ladies. '-r-
In a similar study 'l'rurabull did with small groups of 
college c:~.nd high school students, he made the mw.lysis that 
there are statistically significant sex differences seen 
in the relationships between !'actors oi' personality and 
:1ntelligence.43 
Supporting the belief that interests and aptitudes 
are ver"Jr likely responsible f'or some sex differences, 
Schuell suggested that the superiority of girls in reading 
and in speech is probably caused by girls belng more 
41J. interested in reading than are boys. · Murphy concluded 
that, except for minor exceptions, sex differences in sex 
comparisons as a rule are not found, that slight differ-
ences in f'avor of boys in one study are usually offset by 
1~-1Kenneth L. Heaton and Vivian V/eddon, The Failin_g, 
Student (Chicago: '!'he Univers:i.ty of Chicago Press, 1939), 
p. 266. 
1~-3Richard 'l1rmnbull, 11 A Study in Relationships be-
tween Factors of Personality and Intelligence., 11 Journal of 
Social ~tsycholOf;iiY, 38 :161-'73, November., 1953. · -
________ ____,.,h4H-.-s-uhuelJ.~ 1Sex-ulff'erences in Relation to 
Stuttering, n I Journal .2£. s;eeech Disorders., 11 :27'7-98, 
December, 19·-l-6. 
results .favoring girls in similar studies, and vice 
versa. Li5 \•Jooley also maintained that mental sex differ-
ences develop only as the result of variations in social 
''6 tra.ining. ,..,, 
A state-wide mental survey of' Indiana high schools 
revealed that the girls were consistently rated higher in 
their school vwrk, although the boys belonging to every 
scholastic group made higher scores on intelligence 
tests.LVf A high school survey in St. Louis, revealing the 
1-..,() 
c::u 
same t;ype of discrepancy, brought forth the suggestion that 
perhaps the t'lomen teachers, who required wo!'k too feminine 
in character., failed to arouse the intex•est and effort of 
IC! 
the boys sufficiently. -l-u 
~e,llq,la_EEl'!i,E. I"iany investigations have been con-
ducted v;ith respect to the relation of attitudes and 
personality traits to educational achievement. 1lll.e 
correlation of the results of personality tests with 
l' r:: .. -'·::>Gardner f1urphy and Lois Ba:rclay Mut"'ph;)f·, E,:;:st?er!-
mental Soci~~l ~sycholOt;;iY (New York: Harper and Brothers., 
19 31 ) ~ p • 121". 
l.!·6c. l'>l. Allen, nRecent Research on Sex Differences,:: 
!s~chol9~icA~ Bulletin., 32:343., May, 1935· 
'rrvalliam Jr. Book, The Intelli~e~p~ o1: IJ1r£h Sc.hool 
Sen:tol"S (New York: The I•1acmillan Company 1 1922 , p. 276. 
------------'~l-gc---..-tt::--Juhnson, H-a!rls-DoBe'tter than Boys in 
School, 11 §shoal ~ ~ie£l1 1J.7 :313-14, March 51 1938. 
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achievement and intelligence has received increasing 
interest in the recent years us more and more sc1ent1fic 
j!r··, studies on personality have been made . "·r:J 
When objective measures were used for personality 
and Hchievement, the relationship betw·een them, as eXpressed 
in correlation coefficients, was slight and inconsistent. 
However, a few intensive studies made in child guidance 
clinics revealed possible personality differences between 
good and poor stu.dents.5° 
~.~.?-.dir!S. 'l1he high frequency of personality mal-
adjustment among retarded readers haa been cited by 
various authorities.51 Emotional factors may be both the 
cause m1d the effect of reading retardation.52 
On the one hand, a student may f'a:i.l to learn to 
read because of' a personality problem. On the other 
hand, his failure to learn to read may be at least a 
l.~9Margaret Rhoads Ladd, The Relation of' Social, 
Ecor~£!!!!£ and Pers.onal Characteristics j;o ReagTn~ iipfti t;z 
{New York:-Bureau of Publicationo, _Teachers vol ege, 
Columbia University, 1933), pp. 5-6. 
I-';Oibid 1") 
..- ···--·-··, p. c .• 
51Deloyn G. Schubert_, uEmotional and Personaltty 
Problems. of rletarded Reader•s, n Excep·tion~l Children, 
20: 226-~.?B, February, 195'+. 
52Helena H. Zolkos, 11 Wha t Rese:_:a::r~c;:'.h~S'-"a~;yr:rs~a..._.· b.,_..o"'-'t"--1 t..,__ __________ _ 
--------cEm.e-t-i-ona-i-J.i'a-ctu-rs-in----:Retardation in. Heading, 11 1.rhe 
E~~m~l!t~.Y. S£!!£.ol J~~?:_, 51: 51::~-18, May_, 1951. 
I; 
I 
precipitating cause of' the development of personality 
t~~ ·~) 
difficulties.:.>.:..> ~vhile it is not easy to tell which of the 
two problems is cause and which effect, or whether both 
spring from a conm1on source, Anderson and Dearborn stated 
that the emotional difficulties are often attributable to 
the attitudes which parents have toward their child's 
r.· !r reading failure . :.>'--~· 
It is not a nmv- idea for emotional d:lfficul ties and 
reading disabilities to be linked together. In 1936 
Phyllis Blanchard stated: 
30 
Since the achievement of reading proficiency is part 
of one's total development, personality factors natu-
rally enter into every reading case . < • the reading 
disability of'ten arises from the same sour·ce oi' diff'i-
culty in emotional development, and in the same manner 
as the accompanying personality or behavior problems 
or neurotic symptoms, such as fears, illness withoutr·r· 
physical basis, inf'antile regressions, and the like.:.>~ 
Emotional ~EJustment. Contrary to popular belief 
studies have indicated that students ttdth the most stage 
.fright had avoided speaking situations, although as many 
53c. f'l. Louttit, ::Emotional Factors in Reading 
Disabilities:. Diagnostic Problems, n ~ Elementar'y School 
Journal, 56:68., October, 1955. 
f'} 
:.:> +rrving H. Anderson and Walter .F\ Dem:•born, The 
Psychology of Teaching Readi~ (New York: The Ronald-rFess 
Company, I952), p. l9. 
:55v!illiam W. Wa ttenbru:-g_,Jhe-Adol-esoon-t-Y-e-a-rs~-New---------­
Yorlrr-Harcourt, Brace and Company., 1955),' p. ~2t:l. -
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had been available to them as had been availablE~ to the 
succeusful student speal1:e1•s. It has 1JN:n suggested that 
their lack o:f.' spealcing experience could be a symptom of a 
more deep·-seated persona1ii;y problem: that perhaps if it 
\'Jere not for nn unclc)rlyj.ng emotionnl pPoblem_, such students 
::JOUld talce advantage of opportuni t:l.es to speak. 56 
]nte~~ie;.e~ce.. The relationship between the faetors 
of speech attitudes, shmm earlier in this study· to be 
almost inseparably related to personality, and intelligence 
substantiate Georgia Lightfoot 1 s contention that ~~intelli-
gence and personality appear to be inextricably intertwined.: 
it is almost impossible to study one t1:tthout the other. ;.57 
lv:tll:lam IVlcGhee and W. Dr•ayton Lewis repor•ted in 1942 
on a comparison of certain personality characte1 ... istics uf 
mentally superior and mentally retarded. children: f'orty-
five thousand sub.iects f'r•om 310 corn.munities in th:trty-six 
e-o (1 
states. :.JG IJ:'hey reported as follow·s: 
56 Howard Gilkinson and :b1 ranklin H. Knovmr, '' Indi vid-
ual Differences among Students of.' Speech as Revealed by 
PBychological 'l1ests--I," 'rl1e Quarterly Journal .2£ _Speech, 
0b~ 04~ A jl 1ato c.: ... ,), pr., :;~!·. 
57aeorgia F1rances Lightfoot, Person.<:1..lity Character-
istics of Bright W1d Dull Children (Nev,rYorK: Bure£tu or 

















~~e significant feature is that both types of data 
point quite uniquivocally to the !'act that more 
desirable personalities are found among those who are 
superior in intelligence and more undesirable per ... 
sonalities among those ~nlo are retarded in intell1-
gence.59 
32 
Five years later Jersild, in writing about intelli· 
gence and personality, stated that children may differ so 
much 1n their every day behavior and adJustment that the 
1"'aot of their similarity in intelligence seems to be a 
minor detail. Much of the research in li1tellectua1 ability 
has dealt with intelligence as a thing apart; relatively 
little systematic study, from a developmental point of view, 
has been made of the way in which mental ability functions 
in the child's all-round development.60 
Residence with 12.arent,s.. When a child is without 
the guidance and companionship of both parents, whatever 
the reason, the child may suffer from lac!.c of conver-
sational warmth and may miss other experiencea enjoyed by 
many fam11ies.61 Even in complete family units parents 
sometimes fir~ it difficult to guide their children toward 
socially desirable behavior. If one parent is removed from 
59 Ibid. -
60McGhee and Lewis, ~· ~~~. 1 p. 600. 
61Frederick Elmer Bolton, Adolescent Education (New 
Yor~.rh:e Macmill~-931), p. ~3. 
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the :fam1ly by death, separation, or divorce, the effect upon 
the ch:Ud o:f' this brer:tldnn; up of the f'nmily untt nux~r be that 
he becomes moro cloaeJ.y bound to the remaining; parent or 
that he ex!:)erienccs great loneliness as the result of the 
l~· r..., 
vo:td J.c:ft by the v.bsenee of the other parent. o,~ 
I'he whole situation is 1ntensif'ied H' th(;~ child or 
t:Ldoleccent in unable to find a home with the remainln,r;:: par-
Em1;, but J.s left to be CD.red f'or by other relat:l.ves or by 
t'- ") 
r.<t·r·-''1')'"-r" v:; t..:) c~ 0'--' ~ • In 1950 there w·ere l, '73b, 000 children bctl-•leen 
ten and twenty living in households where some rela.tive 
other than their own parents was head of the house. Jmother 
l,50'l,OOO we1 .. e in institutiom:1 ol" in homes Hhere neither a 
,:· i ~ 
parent nor a relat:Lve ·was the head of the f'amily. v T 
Of all the children under eighteen, 65;~, 000 were 
living witll their• i-..athers alone,~~ und 3,Lr;;:6,ooo with their 
~.,..v 
mothers. O:J A::.:. one father st~ated., ~;·only the children who 
huve l"aised a father• without a mother can possible appreci-
ate ~vhat a job it is. n66 
and 
pp. 
62:Lr;: s ter D. Crow and Alice Crow, .Qill? }een,:-1-.g_~ J?.,o(s 
Girls ( Ne~1 Yox·k : 1-lcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc . , 1945), 
··;f) ''(lt ( c~- •-a· • 
63rbid., p. 611. ______ ,.... . 
.. ~ J 
o~~tia ttenbel''g, 9.P.. .<?1-~. , p. 1G6. 
65_!£:!§.. 
r.--
00H. G. Hubler, 11 Th1ngs l\!y Children 'l'each r-1e, 1i 
2&. tu:t'ci.(~;r ,t;venir~. Post, ~26: 25, J\ily 11, 1953. 
Besides the possibility of developing too close a 
bond between the remaining parent and the child, loss of a 
parent through death deprives the developing adolescent of 
the vfise counseling and guidance of that parent. 6'[ 
Figures in a study made by the r~1etropol:l tan Life 
Insurance Company in 1940 indicate that in more than two-
thirds of the cases, ·the death of a parent had occurred 
while the child was in his teens.68 Fisher's more recent 
study showed that in October, 19Lf·9, 10 per cent of young-
sters between ten and fourteen and 15 per cent of those 
between fii'teen and nineteen were orphans. Of every- thirty, 
nineteen had lost their fathers~ ten, their mothers; and 
one, both parents.69 
Besides liv·ing in homes broken by death, young 
people find their homes broken by desertion, divorce, and 
other causes such as military duties which keep the father 
away from home most of the time. '/0 
If the home is broken because of incompatibility· 
betv1een the parents, the young person is affected not only 
G7'crow and Crow, .212.· cit., p. 63. 
6Bnone Child in Nine in a Brolcen Family," Statistical 
Bulle'~in, XXV (March, 191.}!-t), pp. 2+-6. 
69Jacob Fisher7 ;:or-phans in the United States: 
Nrunber and Living Arrangements, 11 Social Security _B_u_l_l_e_t_i_n~~'~~~~~~~~­
~~~~~r3T.t3~0,-Kugust~~:>O. 





by the separation or divorce itself, but by the friction 
between the parents that led to the break. The boy or 
girl who :1.s exposed to such conflict at an age where he 
lacks adequate emotional stability is consequently hin-
dered in his emotional development. T~e situation is a 
tragic one, especially if the child really loves the absent 
parent. Often the adolescent is expected to be friendly 
with both parents 6 perhaps to live intermittently with 
ee.ch one, or to make his home with one and .frequently 
visit the other.71 
The loss of love to a child because of broken homes 
often results in his feeling a sense of rejection which may 
be expressed by various means: agressiveness, hostility, 
or other behavior produced by rejection.72 Fortunately, 
approximately 60 per cent of divorcing couples have no 
children, for children suffer most deeply from this loss of 
security, as well as from the social stigma when divorces 
occur.73 About 20 per cent of the students in the ninth to 
twelfth grades were from broken homes, according to studies 
71crow and Crow, loc. cit. --
72Percival M. Symonds# ~1e PWnamics of Parent-Child 
Relationships (New York: Bureau of PUbllcatiOns·;· Teachers 
College, l:olumbia Uni vers1 ty, 191.~9), p. 105. 
73Judson C. L<:tndis and Mary G. Landis 1 Personal 
Ad-jus-t-ment---Ma-rx::I;aK~mrd--~.ti~(!Ww~ : Frent~-=-ce=----------
Hail, Iric., 1955~ p:-274. 
made in urban high schools; in elementary schools the per-
centage was lower:f1·1 
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~ 2£ fmnilz. Psychiatrists have maintained that 
the larger the family 1 the less each one cm1 benef:t t i'rom 
the af.fect1on and e·lt:Ldance of the parents. A study by 
Stagner and Katzoff showed that there is a definite tendency 
for the children of' smaller ranul:i.es to be better adjusted 
emotionally, to be more self-con:f.'ident, more sociable than 
those of larger f'mnilies. Although their study shot-Jed the 
differences not to be great, the investigators pointed out 
the fact that the differences were not great in farn.ily size 
either and that a sampling of large families might be ex-
pected to yield even more decisive reaults.75 
Another g:r: .. oup of inveetigators, as the result of' a 
research project, came to the conclusion that entirely 
different personality types emerge from the large family 
than f'rom the small family. 76 
Children within one family often grow up vfith 
sharply contrasted personalities., probably as the result of 
74Bailey, Laton, and Bishop, ~· £!!., p. 161. 
75Ross Stagner, Psycholoea:y .2.£ Personality (New 
York : l\1cGraw-Hil1 Bool{ Company 1 Inc. 1 l!J37 J 1 p. 323. 
'76J·ames H. s. Bossard and t'ii:nogene Pratt Sanger, 
~rne Large F~aily system--A Researcl~epor~'~~i~c~a=n·~--------------------
poc1olo51~al Review, 17:9, February, 1952. 
their us:i.rlg di:f'.ferent rr1othods and adopt:Lng dif:f.'erent 
policies in their stru.ggle for st& tus t·.ri thin tlle frun11y, 
especJ.Elly 1;::. the pattern of intense rivalxr,_;r typical of 
sibli11g0 who arc close together in age. ~;ymondt3 descr.ibes 
1'he older cb.ildJ feeling threatened by a ;;rounger 
competitor v-;hom he must strive to excel, may become 
serlou.s, prudent, and conserva:tive. 'l'he younger child 
with nothing to lose and everything to gain may become 
l&.ughing, earefree, sociable J and unconvent:lonD.l . 1llfle 
older child may be thrifty; the younger child may gain 
satisfaction v.nd prestlge by spendj.n.g freely for things 
"\lThich can be used for display. 'l1he older child in the 
i'amily may make a good school record; the younger child 
whose school record may be less creditable may find 
recompense in teing a favor:!. te -,-ri th dChoolmates. Tf 
Each ch:lld within the family actually grows up in a 
different environment from his brothers and sisters; for 
instance, not infrequently the youngest child in a f'e:unily 
is overprotected and indulged, suffering from the same 
relationship dii'f'iculties as an only child. As the resultJ 
a youngest child sometimes has trouble maturing psycholo-
gically and taking on adult responsibilities when the time 
comes. 
1~1ile some statistical studies of onl;y· children 
indicate that they are little dif'f'el..,ent from children in 
larger families, clinical studies show that an only child 
often suffers from various disadvantages such as forming a 












m.other f5.xat1.on and finding it difficu.l t in adolescence to 
emanc:l.patc himself from his parents, who lH::e~'Jise find the 
c'lijustment most dif'f'.icuJ. t to make .'7B 
Social adjustment. Probably the area in which 
teen-agers meet some of' their most pressing problems is in 
adjustment to socie.l life. Although many youngsters adjust 
to more mature social relationships readily and smoothly, 
o.lchers find it difficult to adjust to the ne1>1 dema.nds. '7::) 
Social adjustment, or one's relationship to other 
humtm beings, comes to have increased significance at the 
secondary level. At this period of their lives, young 
people sometimes unwittingly reveal uncertainty about them-
selves or about their relationship to their surroundings 
through their shyness or its opposite, undue self-
assertiveness. Their talkativeness, writing, participation 
in discussions, choice of reading, choice of activities, 
and choice of church all give evidence of their judgment 
and inforllla tion about themselves. '.r.heir response to one, 
or to mcmy, human beings becomes greatly intensified at 
"0 the secondar>J level. 0 · 
'() 0 Ibid., p. 106. 
'79~.vattenberg, .912.. cit., p. 30'7. 
~~~~~~~~-·=1~~~4.-l-ey-,-:&a-t-o-n-,-antt-B±shop;--.£E.. c--:tt. , p. 1-s5. 
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Poor social adjustment is the result of over-
indulging a child. rrhe child who has been pampered becomes 
a demanding, bossy, selfish, cocl<:y, ahol!;-off' teen .... ager. 81 
The secure child develops into a well-adjusted teen-agel'' 
with desi:t~a.ble chal'"acter qual:tt:tes; l1e 1s honest, straight-
fol"'waro., dependable, friendly, enthusiastic and :lnteres ted. 
To evaluate the influenc(~ of' a hn.ppy home env.:tronment Arma. 
.Preud and Dorothy Bu:Plingr..une proved ln their stu.d;sr that 
childx·en growing up in f'am:J.liea show grca·ter 11 velir.tess and 
mol"e social refjponsiveness than ch:lldren growing up 1n 
inst1tutions.82 
Unity .2.:£. £_el;tgious belief's. Studies sllo-v; that reli-
gious influence upon children is by no means a thing of the 
past, as it is often thought to be. Allport reports that in 
19 per cent of the cases he studied, religion is reported to 
have a 11very marl-ced 11 influence in the upbringing of a child; 
in 42 per cent, a 11moderate 1nfluence 11 ; in 33 per cent, 
11Slight 11 ; and 1n less than 7 per cent, 11non-existent.n83 
'Ibis study included the factor 11Unity in religious 
bel1ef'S 11 within the home ... •whether or not parents were 
Blsymonds, .9.2. ill_. , p. 55 . 
82Ibid., p. 125. 
---------.Bsao-raon r-r:-7~lpor-e,--The Ind-inaual an<:aH!s Heligion 
(New Yorlc '11he Macmillan ComPiii'y~-195d'J, p. 38".-- · 
l 
agreed in thelr l.~eligious be11e.f's--because f.mnily discord. 
o1' any kind seems pa:t .. ·li:tculax:ly unfortunate in itu ei'fec·co 
('\ \, 
upon a s·tudent. oli· l'he religious beliefs oi' a married 
couple can be ei the:t.... a cement to help hold theil., marriage 
together or a d:i.mt"Upt:l.ve fol?Ce in their live1;3. Even if' 
they are both religious people~ 11' they al.,e of vastly 
different religious faiths .. that difference bc;..;omes a real 
hazard to their happiness. Church of:t'icials oi' t;hc 
Catholic, Protestan·t; .. and Jevriah t'u1ths all o·brongly u:r".;e 
yowlg people not to marry those whose beliefs are different 
from their o11n.85 
•.rnree large s·tudies o£ :miY..ed mar•:~. ... iages1 which 
1ncluded approxima·tely twenty-five thousand couples 
living in three widely separated sections oi.' the country~ 
have been made by sociologists. All three studies allowed 
the same results: that more than ordinax .. y hazards to 
success are involved in the mixed religious marriage. The 
studies w·ere baaed upon the religious background of' the 
couples and the percentage of the marriages that ended in 
divorce or separation. ~£e results were as follows: 
It~ a Catholic had married a Catholic, slightly over 
Ll. out oi' 100 marriages had ended in divorce or aepara ... 
tion. I~ Jew had married Je·t·r, approximately 5 out of 
(")f. . 
O"'rHeaton and Weddon, 9..!2!_ cit~. ~L__JP~· _.1..,.8.._..)9"--' • .___ ____________ _ 
85Land1s and Landis, .2P.. _ill. , p. 16~2. 
100 marriages led to divorce or separation; 1i"' 
testant had rnar:t"ied PJ:lotestant, 6 out of 100. 
Catholic had married a Protestant, howeJter, 14 




An interesting sidelight was the fact that if' both 
members of a couple had no l"eligion at all, the divorce 
rate V<Ia.s considerably higher: approximately eighteen out 
of one hundred had ended in divol"•ce or separation. Very 
similar misunderstandings arise in homes whel"•e a person 
who is religious marr•ied someone vJho has no religious fa;tth, 
because their sense of values in life dii'f'ers so much.. A 
religious faith contributes nruch that is valuable in family 
living and in individual personality development.8r( 
l"V. STUDIES SHOvJING THE RESULTS 017 
SPEECH TRAINING 
~1oore,88 Rose,89 and G:.lllcinaon9° have done studies 
showing that changes in personality traits occur as the 
86Ibid. -
87Ibid., p. 166. 
88alen Moore, HPersonali ty Chru1ges Resulting from 
Training in Fundamentals o:t' Speech,n Spee~h Monosraphs, 
2:56-59, October, 1935. 
89Forrest R. Rose, '~Training in Speech and Changes in 
Personality,n ~ guarterly Journal 2£ Spee~~ .. 26:193-96, 
April, 1940. 
;;70Howara Glllrinson, ·'-:Tlu1exes of'----cl~A-tt:ttuu~-s,-------­
and Behavior ~aong Students Enrolled in General Speech 
Courses' !i Speech f11pnof.Spal2hS I 8:23-33.. Research Annual.. 1941. 
l 1 eDult of speech training. If such is tl"'Lle, the speech 
class should certainly be a place where the student becomes 
prepared to meet real life situations, not just a place 
where he completes another credit for graduation.91 
Knower has also found significant changes in §.Peech 
Attitude Scale scores 'VJhen his scale 1\THS adrrlinistered at 
tt-w dii'f'eren·t; times during periods of' speech training. His 
study lends support to the theory that speech training has 
a positive effect upon the personality of the student. The 
Minnesota Inventorl of Social Behavior -vms given with the 
same intervals between adrninistrations as the Speech ill!,-
tude Scale. Results sh011ed that the average score at the 
end of the course was allmys higher than the average score 
when the test tll]as first given. 92 
Moore measured the iraprovement in personality adju.s t-
ment of' thirty-five college sophomore;., tmd freshmen in a 
course in Speech Pundamentals. At the beginning of the 
course he gave the Bernreuter Personality Invento!'"IJ (;1.lld 
toolc a survey of the speech personality of each student. 
Speech projects we1"e then prescribed according to the indi-
vidual needs of each one. f~ssignments included vmrk in 
91Geraldine G·arrison., 11High School Speech Based on 
Student Needs 1 11 ~ ggarterly Journal£! flpeech, 28:219, 
April, 194·~2. 
tation of liter•ary masterpieces. At the end of the quartet·, 
the mental hygiene tests revealed a very me.rked development 
tm1ard adjustment in all areas measut'ed. Not only did the 
marked introverts show great improvement, but the sco1~t:~s of 
some indicated that they had become extrovc1rts. All, ·t-rl\~h 
a ±'ew exceptions, showed an improvement in emotlonal stE~­
bility. ~1e most marked gains were in sel?-assu.rance, 
which v.ras now pronounced in every case 't-vhere the f:l.rs t test 
had showed a low score.93 
Ai'ter having 883 students rate a courr~e cr courser:; 
in high school dramatic arts., Bavely found that they 
expected dramatic arts courses to produce tanc;ible and 
lasting improvement in lat~age, emotional control, end 
personality. 9lt 
Hamilton .found the psychodrama, or "new theatre,'' to 
be beneficial in speech adjustment f'or students both on the 
high school and college level. He cited two exrutwles of 
therapeutic casting and its results. Two boys who hated 
each other were cast in the roles of ve~J good friends. 
93Glen Ezra l'iloore, upersona.l1ty Changes Resulting 
i'rom 1l'x•ain111g in Speech Fundament;;J,ls n (unpublished f.'las ter 1 s 
thesis, ~1e University of Denver, Denver, Colorado, 1933), 
,~3 p. :::> • 
--------~.-11-Erne~-"c---Bave~1~I-:it.;h-Seheol~s-t"'ltdt-1n-ta--R-e.-t--e----Brruna't--1-t;:--------­
Arts, 11 .Th£, S!!~~Pll Joul-.nal 2!. Speech~ 35:337 ~ October, 
1949. 
.·~j.LJ. 
One of the boys had u glass eye as the result of an injury 
c.::rt:uJed b;>r tho other boy. Although there -vnts fr•iction at 
hc-,d to use a. c:::me b£;!cause of e.. previous attack of infantile 
be the centel"' of attention f'or a reason other "Ghan ids 
hEJ.ndic2~p tho.t he actually overpl<:wed the part. 9:) 
IvltU'l ... <:w spok·2 of the v::.tlue of acting also as a mental 
h:n:..~iene meastu•e. He suggested that a perr:.mn be given ~''· 
p.scrt that would con1pel him to develop attitudes in iiJhich 
he ~'JG,S prenently deficient, attitudes •,-vhich he needed to 
deV~9lop for the sake of his own adjustment. .li'or e;<.::unple 1 
the tim:td person should be given c;,n <:lggressive part; tho 
unste.ble individual, a dignified, deliberate pe.rt to play. 
I:n.Lt':t'<\'l also suggested debate and argumentation us being 
helpful speech act:ivities for the person with submissive 
attitudes.96 
Ho1.;;e inve~tigated the valid:i.ty of the D.sst:mlptlon 
tllat ;;m educational pl.,ogram VIhich :l.ncluded speech training 
----------------
95John L. 1-L miltonJ 11 The Psychodr•ama and Its Impli-
cations in Spec::ch AJ.ju?tment.,n. The Quarterly Journal of 
s~~ . .cJ:!, ~:9 : 61-b'(, .li'e b:t"l.H:lr'J" 19£!-3. 
96J~l1'lOOd Murray, 11 l:3peech 1l'raining as a r·1ental 
-----Hygi-enc---i·llc-t-hod~'te-~-ar-ter-l:,y----d-etl.-rl'ltt-3.-----0f-§peeeh-,----2B-!-I~-1!.-':),..t ________ _ 
li'e brtUll"Y, 19 3h • 
affected the personality of th1? student to a greater• extent 
than cUd an ed.uca.tionD.l program omi ttj.l'l[!; speech trai.ning. 
He: lj.mlted his lnve.::t:tgation to the traits of the 
Bernreuter Per:sonali t;x: Inventor;z: designc:.tecl as neuro;;:;is, 
self'-sufficiency, dominance-submission, and sociability. 
He used :5L32 ~1tudents from nine colleges and unj.versi ties, 
hD.li' enrolled in beglrm:tng speech classes e.nd ho.lf' not. 
'I'he r•esul ts showed that the speech group 1nver:>tigated mc\de 
some decrease in neurotic tendencies. The cri t:tc<:;.l r·t:~ t:to 
in sociabilit~y- \t;ras too smgll to justify an assertion in 
the superiority of the group taking speech. 9'1 
P.:>ulson reported on a study concerned with changes 
of confidence in a group of students during a per1.od of 
C't!) 
speeel1 truining.ju In the first quarter of Fundamentals of 
Speech at the University of JY11nnesota 2''(1 students filled 
out Gilkinson 1 s Personc;.l RenoE! £!! Confidence ~ .§~ SJ2.eaker 
(hereafter designated fl!£§.) immediately after making their 
fil"'st speech in class. After ten weeks of speech training., 
v.rhen they again filled out the ~~ all had increased in 
coni'J.dence during the speech training. 
co . 
.:Justru'lley F. Paulson., 11 Changes in Confidence During 
a Period of Speech Training: Transfer oi' Trainil'lf; and Com-




Another group o.f' .fifty-six students filled out the 
PRCS as did the group just mentioned. ~Phen they gave their 
next speech in front of a class section other than their 
ot~1 a class of strar~ers; and again they filled out the 
PHCS. 'llle scores of both men and women sho~;ed that their 
.improved confidence tended to remain even though they spoke 
to an audience composed of stra:ngers.99 
In mru{ing a study of tne one hundred best adjusted 
and one hundred moat poorly adjusted speakers of a group of 
877 college freshraen6 Chenoweth discovered that more well-
adjusted speakers had had speech training in high school 
courses, as v'lell as participation in plays and inter-school 
debate. His data was based on a case history questionnaire,. 
Bernreuter score1 and personal intervie\·Js vlith fifty stu-
dents of each of the two groups. He concluded that 11Con ... 
tinuous and varied opportunity for aperu~ing e~erience and 
instruction in speaking facilitates later adjustment to 
spea.l<:ing situations. ulOO 
Although surveys that have been made in various 
areas of speech and studies that have been conducted by 
specialists in the field attempting to f'ind the relation-




many·, those indicatin.g a relationship bet·ween certain traits 
of personality and achieveraent in public speEtking are most 
pertinent to this study. Experiments by f.iurray, Knower., 
Chenoweth, and Dow all indicate the presence in effective 
speakers of' favorable personality traits. Even more 
closely allied to this study are those revealing that 
i'avoruble speech attitudes are conducive to ease and 
effectiveness in speaJting ability, although not all studies 
of speech attitudes and adjustment have shovm significant 
results--perhaps (or partially) because reliable techniques 
for the study of personality have been developed only in 
recent years. 
Although the studies discussed in this chapter 
include only a small percentage of the statistical studies 
in speech which have been made in recent years, they 
indicate some of the meny ways in ·~vhich statistical analysis 
has been used in this f'ield. Kno1:J'er, Moore, Bavely, 
Hamil ton, fi'1Ul"ray, Rose., and Paulson are among those whose 
studies substantiate the belief' that speech tr•aining result~> 
in :trap roved personality a.djus tment. 
CHAPTER III 
THE IVIATERIALS AND PROCEDUHES USED 
Matet..,ials used in securtng information for evalu-
ation3 by means of correlations, for this study included 
group and individual standardized tests, questionnaires, 
and official school records. The investigator was the 
examiner in all cases, except for the administration of 
the Otis test. 
I. GROUP STUDIED 
The group of students tested in this investigation 
TJJas comprised of the total enrollment of Lodi Academy 1 a 
Seventh-day Adventist secondary school, during the school 
year of 1952-1953. 'rhe group 1t~as about evenly divided 
according to residence: approximately one~half of the 
group were 11 day students,fi who resided with their parents 
or guardians in or near the vicinity of Lodi, California, 
situated in the San Joaquin Valley in the northern section 
of the state. The other half were 11board:.tng students," 
who had come from their homes throughout the northern half 
of the state to reside in the academy dormitories during 
the school year. 
All the academy students in Lodi Academy· v1ere tested, 
\'lith the exception of' those who \vere absent on the days when 
the tests \'ITere administerr:1d. Sixteen were eliminated 
from the study for the above reason. 'l1hree more w·ere 
eliminated for incorrectly recording their answers or for 
omittiz~ portions of the test which were necessary for com-
puting reliable results. After mal-cing the necessary elimi-
nations~ the investigator had complete information for a 
total of 288 subjects. The group included 173 girls and 115 
boys. Enrollment by grades \'\Tas as follows: freshmen, or 
ninth-graders, 6L~; sophomores, or tenth-graders, 80; 
juniors, or eleventh-graders, 88_; and seniors, or tvJ'elf'th-
graders, 56. 
II. TES'I1 MATERIALS AND PROCEDlJHES USED 
Articulation test. The articulation test, which Nas 
given individually 1 cons is ted of the oral l ... eading of a group 
of sentences which included all of the speech sounds used 
in all three positions within a word. rrne use of sentences 
which concealed the 11 test 11 word made it possible for the 
investigator to find the habitual articulatory errors 
easier than if the student had been on guard because he kneltv 
he was being tested on a group of significant words. 1 
'rhe purpose of the articulation test for this par-
ticular study was to locate and to identify speech sounds 
lsara M. Stinchfield, 11 Practical Speech .Measurements 1 n 








which were characterized by distortions, orni:3sions, or 
substitutions in order to determine the number• of the 
articulatory errors as they occur1~ed in the speech of the 
Gtudents tested for this study. If the articuln,toP;}r errors 
had been analyzed for the purpose of outlining a remedial 
program, it would have been necessary also to determine 
under wha't condi tiona the errox•s were made and to analyze 
r) 
how the errors were produced.~ 
According to the practice of e<:wh speech correction-
1st, the examiner devised his own procedure for giving the 
articulation test, because it was necessary to modify 
standard techniques to fit each individual case.3 The 
articulation test was given in the registrar's office at 
hours when the door could r)e looked so there vtere no inter-
ruptions. The student and the examinel .. each had a copy of 
,4 the 11Articulation Test Sheet. ' The instructor also had 
f'or each student an individual 11 Phonetic Analysis Sheet'j 
upon wh:lch to record systematically any erl"ors in speech 
r-
sounds made during the articulation test.:J Each sound 
0 1 <'-Charles Van Riper, S_2eech Correction: fr1!Wij2 e_s and 
Methods (New York: Prentice:..Hall; Inc. J 195Lf), p. I'73. 
3rbid., p. 172. 
;,1-A copy of the 11Articulation 'rest Sheet 11 appears in 
Appendix B. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-­--------:_)]. sample of the l!Phonetic 1\:nalys:.ts .Sheet n also is 
included in Appendix B. 
51 
appeared on the record sheet written in phonetic transcrip-
tion. Following the sound 't'Jel ... e three blanks indicating 
the initial, medial, and final positions of' the sound ttfi thin 
a word. Checks were placed in the blanks to record any 
substitutions, omissions, additions, or distortions that 
occurred during the student's reading of the sentences.6 
r1~1e total nuraber of articulatory errors madE~ by each 
student was then corr•elated w·ith the students 1 scores on 
1\nol'!er's Speech Attitude Scale, !'~ F.7 
n 
~Silent Readin~ Advanced Test, ~ ~.0 Group 
tests were administered to groups of not more than fifty 
students at a time because that was the seating capacity of 
the examiner's classroom. Each of the classes--freshmen, 
sophomores, juniors, and seniors--was divided equally into 
two groups to facilitate the giving of the standardized 
group tests. This plan of division also lcept the students 
with others of their ovm group, thus making the testing 
conditions as similar to the daily class situation as 
possible. 
6van Hiper, 212.· _cit . ., p. 181. 
7Franklin H. Knower, Speech Attitude Seal~~ Form F. 
(Chicago: c. H. Stoelting Company, l936j, pp. 1-6. -----
aH. A. Greene I i·l.. N. J·orgensen, and v. H. Kelley I 
Iowa sJ.-:rerrt-~ea:cl~l'es-tu-.;-New Edi-t:t-on-,-Jtdvanced-~:-~ 
Am {Chicago: World Book Company., 19LJJj, pp. 1-16. 
11le instl'Uctor's purpose was to keep the testJng 
s1tuu.tion a::; f'I•ee from threat or e.nxiety as possible. 
v!hen th.e st;udonts arrived, they were put at ease by casual 
conversation., a friendly atmosphere, and propel" orientation 
to the tests in e.n effor·t to help reduce their tension and 
to increase the VD.lidity of the test resultr.:-..9 By real-
izing that thesr;) particular tei:!ts had no bearing upon 
scholastlc standing and that they· vtould help the student 
:tn m1. evalu.ation of himself and of his needs, the young 
people wel"'e freed of some of the anxieties, dread, frus-
tration, depression, and inhibitions commonly experienced 
in testing sit;uations .10 
tvhile some specialists in reading and in evaluation 
believe that available tests of reading do no't adequately 
measure ability to read a variety of materials ~::md to read 
for a variety of purposes, 11 the inves'c:i.gator selected the 
.. f9!.@ §b}~.n~ Read1:_1~ Advanced ~ because as a whole the 
test is considered 11a reliable device. 1112 
------
9Daniel Sinick, ';Anxiety in the Testing Situation, 1' 
£~.2.! ~ Guidance Journal, 31: 386-8'7, r-1arch, 1953. 
lOibid. , p. 33'-l·. 
11Kenneth L. Heaton and Vivian 'tveddon, Tht~ Failin:r 
Student (Chicago: 'l'he University of' Chicago Press, 1939 ~ 
p. j2. 
-----------------l~~on;ci~d-G-.-p~~e-Fso~~we11dtrl~r-G-. Bumre~d~er,-anu~------------------­
Edmund G. Williamson, Student Guidance Tech.ni ues (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Bool-c Company, !n'c., 193d , p. 91. 
Buros evaluates the Iowa reading test as follows: 
The reliability of the Advanced Test is given in 
ter'Ills of the chance--half correlati'on()f' the scores of 
only 160 tenth-graders. No da·ta are presented on the 
equality of Forms A and B. Validity is established 
only by comparing the-titles of the subtests included 
with a single outline of silent reading skills which 
v-vas developed some :fifteen years ago. Statements with 
reference to the basis for the age, grade, and per-
centile nonns are too indefin1te1.vague, and general to admit of' critical evaluation~ 3 
It measures 11 economically, accul"'ately, and reliably the 
proficiency of pupils in high school at1d junior college 
in doing silent reading oi" the work-study t;)rpe. olL~ 
Research has shmm that there is no general silent 
reading al;ili ty; 1 t is rather a composite or many skills. 
The Iowa Silent Re,ad_t.rs; Advanced ~ covers a tdde ro.nge 
of' the reading skills. Eleven different types oi' material 
are covered in seven subtests that result in nine separate 
scores. lbe three broad general areas of silent reading 
abilities measured by the test are (l) rate of reading at 
a controlled level of' comprehension; (2) comprehension of 
words, poetry, sentences, paragt>aphs, and longer articles; 
.::md ( 3) ability to use skills requil'Jed in locating 
13oscar Kl~iseu Buros, (ed.), Mental Measurements 
Yearboplf (Br~dgeport, Connecticut: BraUtl\'lOrth' tmd {}ompany, 
I9iUi), p. 31..~8. 
53 
ll.J·areene, Jorgensen, and Kelley, Iowa Silen]. .:fieadigj,lj, 
------:?'.B~e;:;.st~s~. 1____Man_ual_oLDire_e_tiona_( Chicago: ivo~Boolt Compan';l[,~---- __ _ 
19h3)', p; 1.' . -
! 
r 
information. Individual scores given on this widely used 
silent reading test are for rate, comprehension, directed 
reading, poetry comprehension, word meaning, sentence 
meaning, paragraph comprehension, use of index, and selec-
tion of ke~r words. The pupil's median standard score on 
the seven subtests is used as the measure of his silent 
reading ability.15 
Directions for scoring were followed specifically 
so that scores could be compared with the norms which had 
been derived for the tests.l6 When the scoring had been 
completed, the correlation was made with the Speech ~­
tude Scale. 
~ Self-Administering ~ ££_ Mental Abilitl, 
Hisher Examination, !2!m Q.l7 Years ago examinations were 
given only to measure the amount of information a person 
remembered about something he had studied not too long 
be.t'ore .18 Group intelligence tests, however, such as the 
15B1n•os, .212.. ill·, p. 3l+9. 
16Greene and Jorgensen, The Use and Interyretation of' 
Hie;h School Tests (Ne\v- York: Longma'iii";* <lreen and Company, -
1929), p. B6. 
17Arthur s. Otis$ ~ Self-Administeripg Tests of 
f.1entaf.. ilbili ty !!i§he~ Examination: Porm c (Chicago: Woria 
Book Company, 192 ), pp. 1-4. 
81i1ran.tc D. Ashburn, 11How Do You Test a Student'?, 11 
-~~ Atlantic Month1~1 186:53-571 July, 1950. 
~ SGlf-Jh.lm~nistering ~ ~ .£11ental Abilit;y., have been 
developed for the meaSUl"ement of the intellectual develop-
ment of a child at the time of t;he testing. 1l'he greatest 
Uf.:'sefulness oi' such tests is in matcing a comparison of the 
mental equipment of large gx~oups of' 1nd~1 vi duals .19 One 
advantage of the group test is that it minimizes self-
consciousness and also provides stimulation by having other 
students all working busily within the same room.20 
Evidence indicated that the ~ Higher Exmnination 
is as valid as, if not mox•e valid than, most of the 
standard group intelligence tests at the high school 
level. ~~1 However, according to Buros, 
The ages for 1r1hich norms are given include a much 
l<:u"ger rnnge than the ages that are nor·.mal for the 
grades to which the tests were given to get norms. 
This makes the accuracy of these norms somev1hat doubt-
ful at bQ~h the lower and upper ends for each 
battery. r...c.. 
Buros stated that the choice of the dif'1"erent test items 
is ingeniowJ and exceptionally v1ell done~ though lacking 
19Edna \rf. Bailey, Anita D. Laton, and Elizabeth L. 
Bishop, S tudyin~ Children in School. ( NeH York: l\1cGraw-Hill 
Book Company~ Inc,, l939), p. lJ-5. 
f)o 
,._, June E, Downey, ~ Will-Temperament and Its 
rresting (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: v/or1d Book Company, 
!923), p. 66. 
f")l 
~ Paterson, Schneidler, and Williamson, 2Q· cit., 
p. 6'"(. 
in variety. Some other intelligence tests usc two and 
three tilTleG ao many test items as Otis to cover the same 
range of mental levels. ~?3 Included in the thirty-minute 
test are seventy-five items of' information, arithmetical 
reasoning, nmnber series completion, oppos:l tes, analogles, 
proverbs, logical inference, and practical judgment. The 
intelligence to;:;;;ts of Dr. Otis are constructed in such a 
\'TaY that scor)ing is an easy matter and can be accomplished 
'Vli th astonishing raoidi ty. 2l.;. 
~Phe same general pl"ocedures used in giving the ):owa 
Silent Beadin£_ ~ were followed in the administration of 
the Otis ex.:unination. The Otis ~>JUS the first of the tests 
to be given to the student group at Lodi Academy for the 
purpose or this study. It v;as given reguhu:)ly during each 
::;;chool year m> part of the academy 1 s testing program. 
Other instructors, as well as the investigator, helped 
administer the test; therefore, it was possible to 
administer it to the entire student body simultaneously. 
Alternate forms were used during consecutive y·ears so that 
no student was given the sarae form twicf; during his four-
year stay at the school. 1'he registrar Bcored the 
23Buros, ££· cit., pp.235-36. 
t')}t 
,_._,..Paterson, Schneidler, and t!Jilliamson, .QE.. C:\:!., 
------'!:>p-. 66=6-'"('---. -------------------===------==------------
intelligence tests and tabulated the results, 'lt>Thlch were 
then given to the investiga·to:r for use in this study. 
Speech J1.'!i.ti tu51~ Scale, Foi'n!, F. :25' 26 
Attitude Scale was developed by .B1rankl.in H. Kno'\'Jer because 
he thought it poss:i.ble to develop tests show:tng the rela-
tionship of personality characteristics to the effectiveness 
of the speaker. At the ·time of the study Knower did not 
know of any personality tests which had been designed speci-
fically to analyze the personality of the spea~er. He 
rather felt that new tests consisting of specific questions 
having to do with the speaking situation could be made more 
useful than fo~er tests had been.27 
The type of measurement used in the attitude scales 
was to differ from counting-measurement. :::~8 The scale was 
to be considered a subjective measuring instrument# an 
index of the way the student felt about speech. 29 Knower 
25K.nower, !2£_. cit. 
26A copy of Knower's Speech Attitude Scale, ~ F, 
appears in Appendix A. 
27Franklin H. Knower, 0 A Study of Speech Attitudes 
and Adjustments,n SP,eech Monographs, 5:132-33# Research 
Annual, 19 38. 
28c. Kirkpatrick, :~Assumptions and .Methods in Atti-
tude .Measurement., 11 .American S,ociological Review.; 1:83, 
February, 1936. 
lndux of the individual's aff'ect;ive ~et or feeling toward 
his use of speech processes and ac ti vi ties. 11 30 Designed 
as an inatrwnent of diagnosis and research, the scale, he 
stated, was based on 11 the demonstrated hypothesis that the 
~1ay a person feels about his speech activities is a pex•-
sonali ty f'actor related to his proficiency in the use of 
speech.n3l According to his contentions, the person who 
enjo~red speald.ng, who was poised, confident and enthusi-
as tic, Hould get a high score on the attit;ude scale. On 
the contrary a person trJho was timid, felt nervous, became 
frustrated or avoided speak:lng should get a low score on 
the scale.32 
Not everyone agreed that att:.ttude could be measured. 
Bain .insisted that there was no surety that ther•e would be 
a high relationship between one's verbal and adjustment 
behavior; in other words, he felt that using an opinion as 
an index of attitude would be an uncertain means of 
measurement.33 Thurstone, :.tn his d:lscussion on this 
30Franklin H. Knower, Manual and Nor~s 49~ the Speech 
Attitude Scale, Revised (Chicago: c. H. Stoelt~ng Company, 




33L. L. 'Ihurstonc, :~Attitudes Can Be Measured,.n The 
Al1let•ican Journal .2f. SociolOt;jY1 33:532, J",nuary 1 1938. 
'I 
1 
subject~ pointed out that a person might modify the 
expression of his attitude on a question for reasons of 
courtesy or inferiority~ although he wouldn 1t actually be 
a liar. However~ in answer to the suggestions that a 
man 1s action would be a safer index of his attitude~ he 
pointed out that actions too might be distortions of a 
person's attitude. He cited the example of a politican 
~tt1o extended friendship and hospitality as part of his 
campaign strategy~ while his real attitudes he expressed 
only to intimate friends. He concluded that people must 
remain content to use opinions as indices of attitude. 31.~ 
'rhe investigator worked upon the assumption that 
rapport was a vital factor in administering attitudes 
scales in an effort to have the students give honest 
reactions in taking the S~eech Attitude Scale.35 It was 
explained to the students that the only way they could 
have a true picture of themselves would be to answer as 
honestly and sincerely as possible. 
59 
Knower, in constructing this scale, used only state-
ments which were exactly his feeling, and he worded them in 
such a way that it would be relatively easy to select 
35J. Wayne Wrightstone~ 11 Techniques for Measuring 
Newer Values in Education~ 11-Journaror-muu-a:-tr:r-omrl-li.e-t:n:rarch-,---------
35:518~ March, 1942. --
60 
l'eactions. He avoided ~'~fords with common double meanings, 
and he omitted negative choicea ·which involved double nega-
tives. He worded approximately half of the statements so 
that they suggested a negative meaning, and the l"'emainder, 
a positive feeling. He then mixed up the two types of 
statements so that they could be answered only by giving 
careful attention to each one individually~ Knower modi~ 
fied the Likert technique of attitude scaling--in which the 
responses were Strongly Disapprove, Disapprove, Undecided, 
Approve, and Strongly Approve~-by us11~ for his multiple 
choices: Almost Never, Seldom, Occasionally, Usually, and 
Almost Always. Thus Knower put the choice of personal feel• 
ing on a frequency basis rather than an intensity basis.36 
Scaled progressively, the five choices on the posi-
tively worded items had values from uln for the 11Almost 
Never" choice to n51r for 11Almoat Always.n Negatively worded 
statements were reverse in value. Thus, all favorable reac-
tions had a constant positive value. When all other factors 
t'J'ere constant, Knower deemed it wise to retain for the final 
form of his scale the items which covered the 111idest variety 
of speech activities possible. Ninety-six statements appear 
on Form F, which was used for this study.37 
________________ 36Knowe~, __ 11 A_S~udy __ of_Speech Attitudes and Adjust-
ments1u .212.• _ill., p. 138. 








The items of Knower's scale were subjected to a 
process of item validation, with the result that all items 
showed statistically significant difference between groups 
of· selectHd infe!'ior and sup~rior speakers. The mean 
scores and standard deviations of the distribu·tio:a of 
scores in the :tndica·ted groups, us well as the number of 
cases in each group, have been tabulated as follows:38 
~ 
College men •.••• 297.50 
College women . . .• 295.60 
High school men ••. 287.91 












Subjective tests--such as Knowe:t' t ~~, T:Jhich obtain 
lnfonnr.t:ton regarc1ing the c.r.ttitud0s of a person before and 
61 
tl~ninins--a::td a teacher ln. ind1vic1ua11zine; his ·worlc., 2:iving 
.!!onnr ... _:l.re p tht;: r.u:lt~x·-r-tu.rr<:'.y G,I.2f~'fch Il'lv~entotir~ ax:.d silnilar 










St&~dardized Oral ReadiPC Paragrapha.40 Oral 
reading ability was measured for this investigation by the 
Standardized ~ Readi~ Par~raphs, given individually to 
each student in the school~ This test, which is one of the 
most widely used measurements of oral reading, was prepared 
by Dr. William s. Gray, who for many years has been recog-
nized as one o!' the nation's outstanding leaders in the 
field of reading. -4·1 Rate, accuracy of reading, and quality 
of expression are the three elements in oral reading which 
can be measured. Since Gray's oral reading test measured 
two of these elements, it was selected for use in this 
investigation. The second reason for the choice was that 
its score, given in terms of grade level, lent itself 
easily to statistical comparison. 
The manual does not give standardization data for 
this test; therefore, 
the validity of the test can and should be deter-
mined by the individual with whora it is being employed 
by having him read aloud episodes from various types 
of grade~ material chosen in accordance with the test 
finding • -~2 
1~0william s. Gray, Standardized Oral Readi~ Para-
~ra~hs {Bloomington, Illinois: PuElic school PubliShing 
ompany, ...... ) , pp. 1-LJ .• 
4lstuart A. Courtis, Measurement of Classroom Pro-
blems (New York City: Genera! Education Boara, !919),-
•')"E5 p. t;,.Q • 
1.1 ')n.. it ... 68 ·~~"ros, 2£· ~·~ p. 3 • 
,, 
According ·to Buros .. the test, which is mainly a dif'f'iculty 
test .. achieves its aim of' measuring oral reading ability 
as well as any other oral reading test can do. All oral 
reading examinations apparently are weak in that they i'ail 
to measure satisfactorily such factors as bodily position, 
interpretation.~~ phrasing, and rhythm.~~ all of which are 
important in making oral reading effective.43 Failure of 
the Gray • s oral reading test to checl<: on comprehension of 
what was read was of no particular hindrance in this 
investigation since the Iowa Silent Readipg ~ included 
adequate measurement of reading comprehension for the 
purpose of this particular study. 
[, 
Gray's oral reading test consists of twelve para-
graphs, ranging in increasing difficulty from the first, 
which is primer material.~~ to the last1 which is reading 
material of the twelfth grade level. The test was given 
under the same conditions as the articulation test, with 
the examiner recording on a separate copy of the test the 
errors made and the number of seconds required for the 
reading of each paragraph. Test scores were based upon the 
number of errors made and upon the speed of reading. 44. 
44walter s. Monroe, "A Simplif'ied Method of Deter-
----m1n2ng-a-Fup-1-1-•-s-stro-re-un-Gruy-•-s-ural-Reaa~ng Tes t71-SChool 
~ Societ:y:, 15:538., May 13., l922. 
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Washburne fi::.! Inventor~, Tnaspic Edition. L~5 li'ol"' 
testing the social cmd emotional adjustment of the students, 
the '11r:l ter chose to use the \'\l'ashburne .§.:.!l Inventog, Thaspic 
Edition.~~ which yields nine scores: truthfulness, happiness, 
alienation, sympathy, purpose, impulse-judgmen·t;, control, 
uishes, and total. The e.xum:lner used for the purpose of 
this study scores for the two areas of adjustment included 
in this test: (1) self-adjustment (based on feelings of 
personal security), and (2) social adjustment (based on 
feelings of social security).46 Throughout this study self-
adjustment has been referred to as emotional adjustment. 
Washburne's test is a questiom1aire-type personality 
inventory, an eight-page booklet which includes an answer 
sheet for the 122 items, most of which are to be answered 
by yes or !!2.. 11 To determine the degree of social and emo-
tional adjustment 111J.7 is the purpose of the test as stated in 
the directions for its administration. 11 'l'he coefficient of 
reliability as determined by a retest of approximately 400 
li 
college students after an interval of one semester is .92~ 
LI·5John N. ·v.rashburne- vJashburne S-A Inventorr.- '.rhaspic 
Edition (Chicago : World Bool{ Company, I9 36), p • I . 
46rb1d. 
4'7Buros ( ed. ) , The Fourth Mental Measurements Year-
book (Highland Park, New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1953), 
----p. 161:!--c.------------------------
according to the manua.l.l.J-8 The biserial correlation co-
efficient of validity is given as .go.49 
In Buras' revie·~r of the test, William Seeman, of the 
University of Minnesota .. indicated that he did not feel the 
distinction between 11 Socialn :.:~dJustment and 11 emotionaln 
adjustment was clear. He considered the test most useful 
as a crude screening device.50 Lough and Breen likewise 
felt that the Washburne would be very useful as a screening 
device which could be administered to a group and scored 
relatively rapidly. They arrived at their conclusion af)ter 
conducting a. study in which they compared the Minnesota 
Multip~-2;sic ~anality Inventory and the Washburne §.::! 
Inventory as a measure of the personality of 273 unmarried 
college women. The purpose of their investigation was 
twofold in determining {1) the relationship between scores 
on MMPI and the Washburne and (2) the relative value of the -
two for predicting personality adjustment.5l The results of 
49Buros., !££.. cit. 
50Ibid. -
510rpha M. Lough and f.1ary E. Breen, "Comparison ot 
the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the 




their investigation indicated that the Washburne group test 
would help in identifying the students with personality 
difficulties.52 
Many speech teachers in recent years have used 
psychological tests to determine personality traits which 
characterize good and poor speakers.53 They believed that 
the pleasingness of the personality would be improved by 
spontaneous expression and that one who could express 
himself properly was more happily adjusted socially than 
was the timorous speaker.54 Although personality traits 
cannot be diagnosed as accurately by testing as can scho-
lastic aptitude and achievement, there are now a number of 
fairly reliable tests of this type.55 Available personality 
inventories range from attempts to measure feelings of 
inferiority, on the one hand, to attitudes, on the other. 
As was true of the Knower Scale, it was possible in 
taking the Washburne Inven~o£Y for a student to cover up or 
to exaggerate symptoms according to his impulses; however, 
the truthfulness score, which must be figured first in 
52 Ibid., pp. 28-29. -
53Fillmore H. Sanford, nspeech and Personality,~~ 
Psychological Bulletin, 39:8311 December, 1942. 
54Edwin G. Flemming, nExpression and Personality,n 
--------·~he Qijarterly Journal ~Speech, l8:2ZO,~ri1,~3=2~·---------------------
55Paterson, Schneidler, and Williamson, 2£• cit., 
p. 170. 
6'7 
scoring the vlashburne test., indicated Hhether or not the 
student seemed honest in his responses. U1e examiner again 
attempted to establish an effective rapport between himself 
and the students by pointing out the advantages :l.n the 
student*s willingness to truce an objective attitude in the 
r-6 
matter.~ Later on, the students showed an unusual interest 
in studying their own profiles on the personality test and 
in counseling with the examiner regarding the results. 
One diagnostic instrument that tvashburne used in the 
construction of his inventory was the wish.,· shown by his 
previous studies to have considerable significance. He tms 
able to make significant interpretations about the student's 
adjustment by the way the young person expressed three 
wishes in various ways on the inventory.57 The exruniner 
used the scoring key prepared by \1/ashburne, assuming the 
reliability and the validity of the test. 
III. QUESTIONNARIES AND OTHER INFORMA 'l'ION OBTAINED 
~and grade level. The students' age and grade 
level \'ITere secured from the registrar 1 s office, information 
being taken from each student 1 a of'ficial registration card. 
56 Ibid., pp. 183-8!~. 
57Percival M. S~onds, Diagnosing Personality and 
-----c=--o_n_d=--:u-c=--t~( N~e...._.,l'...._.i =Y._...o__...r,..,.k,_: .._..T~h--=e Century Company, 19 31), pp. 207=ff-. ----
~ situation. 1~ree factors regarding the home 
' 
situation were conuidered for the study: (1) size of 
family 1 ( 2) residence 1'Ji th parents 1 and ( 3) unity of 
religious beliefs. The size of :family was entei•ed on the 
t<Jashburne ~ _Inventot.l in answer to the question, nHotiT 
many brothers and sisters do you have'?n58 
I:nformation about residence with pax•ents waa given 
rri 00 
on the vJashburne inventory in answer to the questions, n·w'.hen 
you are not a:~IJ'ay at school, do you live at home \'lith both 
your parents? li and "If not., tdth '\'IhOr!l do you live? n 
On each student's registration blanl-c t'las :round the 
religious affiliation or preference of' each parent. li'rora 
this information was compiled a list of students lithose 
parents both have the same religious preference and another 
of those whose parents differ from each other in their 
beliefs--regardless of' religious denomination preferred. 
However, since Lodi Academy is a Seventh-day Adventist 
school, the majority of parents cla~ning church affiliation 
were members of that denomination. Other faiths mentioned 
were Baptist, f-iethod1st, Catholic, and Church of God. 
s,cholarship. The grtide point average of' each 
student • a credits ea:r•ned on the secondary level until the 
--------------~5~8wa~hburne,-Waehb~rne-B~A ~nvent~rl! Th~j(~~:----------------------­
Edition,. .2l2.• .£±1·,. p. 1 * 
time of this :l.nvcstiga.tion. were figured by and secured from 
the reg:i.st:Par of the aoademy. 
IV. HANDLING OF RESULTS 
.After the infox"lnation had all been gathel~ed, tl'le 
testa scored, and the results tabulated, th.e investigator 
made the statistical comparisons, found the stt;tlldard devia .... 
tiona and critical ratios, and me.de the final analysis. 
r:t'he Pearson .,r, or linear, correlation was used f'or the 
comparison of' speech a.ttitud.es ~lith the facto:t"s of age, 
articulation, grade level, oral reading ability$ scholarship, 
silent reading ability, emotional adjustment, intelligence, 
size of' family, and social adjustment. Biserial cor-
relations were used for determining the correlation between 
speech attitudes and se.x, residence with parents, and unity 
of religious beliefs. 
RESULTS OF STUDY AND THEIR INTERPRETATION 
This study was concerned primarily with determining 
the nature and extent of the correlation between the speech 
attitudes of the students enrolled in Lodi Academy in 1952-
1953 and thirteen physical., educational,. and psychological 
factors. The results were achieved by use of the stand-
ardized tests, questionnaires, and procedures discussed 
in Chapter III. 
Although there are numerous ways of computing 
correlations, all have one purpose in common: to state 
ma thema·t:tcally the degree to which some varying things tend 
(or do not tend) to vary together.l 
~~1e Pearson £, most common type of correlation, was 
used in determining the relationship between speech atti-
tudes and each of the following: age, grade level, oral 
reading ability, scholarship, silent reading ability, 
articulation, emotional adjustment, intelligence, size of 
family, and social adjustment. Bilinear correlations were· 
used for sex, residence 'ltdth parents, and unity of' religious 
beliefs. 
lwilliam Bruce Cameron, uTell t.IJ:e Not in Mournful 
Nillno-=e=rs=-,-1~aftoruil~aucat2ona1Associa1;1on~ .. f!±., lJ:7T3-,----------
March, 1958. · 
'{l 
I. PHYSICAL Ii1.ACTORS 
Ag:ae. The first problem in this study concerned the 
relationship betvmen age and speech attitudes; specif'i-
cally, to find \"Ihat correlation existed bet·ween the two 
factors. 
The correlation betw·een speech attitudes and age ~vas 
found to be .009,. which indicated an insignificant rela-
tionElhip between these tt"'O factors at the . 05 level. The 
l"elationship is sho~m in Figure 1. 
l·1uch time and eff'ol .. t through the ;y·ears have been 
spent in obtaining descriptions o.f traits characteristic 
of various age levels. These descriptions have been frag-
mentary, incomplete .. and sometimes contradictory. However, 
they have constituted the only basis for deciding where:J.n a 
'"' child is like, and wher•ein he is unlike.. others of his ~;.;.ge. c:: 
Figure 1 shows that the avel .. age age of the Lodi J,cad-
emy students who had the highest scores on Knot'J'er' s 31:!~.£!! 
_i\ttitu~ Scale, Em F, was tt"'O years above the average age 
of those who had the lowest scores on speech attitudes; but, 
considering the fact that there were only four of the 288 
students in each of these two groups, the results were not 
2Edna W. Bailey,. Anita D. Laton, m1d Elizabeth L. 
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Years of age 
FIGURE l 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGE AND SPEECH ATTITUDES 
IIIIIIAverage age of students who had designated 
score on speech attituJc sc~le 
conclusive. There vlas no noticeable difference in the 
average age of students in the various designated groups. 
o X ::£.,_. Figure 2 compares speech tttti tu.des and sex. 
'rhere was a negligible corl ... el&,tion of . 06 bet·ween sex and 
speech attitudes. The relationship was so low that it was 
not wortll;y of confidence v.t the .05 level. 'lht:i~refor,~, it 
cannot be considered that there was a mear:d:nef'ul relation-
ship 'between the two. 
'rhe pe1•centage of boys who had top scores was a 
trifle less than the percentage of gix•ls wtw had the same 
de signa ted scor•es on the speech a tt:t tudes scale. 'lll1s was 
'l3 
true also of' four other scor•es. No gil ... lS had scores in the 
range i'rom 121 to 150 on speech attitudes. In the largost 
group., those with speech attitude scores of 271-300, th<~ 
percentage o:C boys w·as considerably lax>ger.; hm1ever, in the 
next largest group, with scores of 2La-270, the percent •. :.ge 
of girls was considerably higher. The graph indicates 110 
outstandi.'l'lg difference in the speech attitudes of' the two 
sexes. 
II. EDUCATIONAL FACTORS 
Grade level. The results of the comparison shown in 
F'igure 3 indicate that there was a substantial correlation 
of'-. 5~-b-etvve\ffi----sp-e-euh-att±tudes-and-grad-e-1-eVei-.-I-t-t<JEl:Sc------------­
significant at the .Ol level. 
361-390 
331-360 
0 10% 40}¥} 
Sex 
FIGURE 2 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEX AND SPEECH ATTITUDES 
- .k->ercentage of boys l-1ho bad de~$gn.ated 
ncoro o.n Gpeech att5.tude$ ecale 
Peroe.ntage of glr.J.s who l).ad dea.1gna.ted 
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GRADE LEVEL AND 
SPEECH ATTITUDES 
""--"=~ Percentage 
of atudents m 
Grade 12 who had 
deeignated scox-e 
on speech att;J. ... 
tude $.CS~le 
I I Percentage 
or students in . 
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des1e;nated $core 
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tude scale 
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Of the students who received the four highest groups 
of' scores in speech attitudes, from 30Q ... LJ.20 points, the 
class having the largest percentage--with one exception--ltas 
th.e tvvelfth-grude class. In the fourth bracket the sopho-
mores showed a slightly higher percentage of their class. 
The same percentage of seniors, juniors, and freshmen had 
scores in the fifth bracket of 271-300. While the largest 
percentage of junior and senior scores fell in this range, 
the sophomores had the same percentage of scores in the 
211-240 range as they did in this 2"{1-300 range. 'l'he larg-
est percentage of freshmen had scores ranging from 241-270. 
~ reading ability. The correlation between speech 
attitudes and oral reading ability was .12, which was barely 
significant at the .05 level, ru1d showed no significance at 
the . 01 level. Figure 4 shows the relationship betv.reen oral 
reading ability and speech attitudes. 
The investigator was unable to explain why the 
highest grade levels of' oral reading ability were 1~eached 
by both the students with the highest speech attitudes 
scores and the students with the lowest scores on Knower's 
inventory·. 
Although the correlation between oral reading ability 









Oral Heading Ability in 'rer.ms of Grade Level 
FIGURE: l} 
RELATIONSHIP BETWE1~N OR.L\L READING AEILI'.rY 
AND SPEECH ATTITUDES 
Average grade level of students who had 







the fact that effective oral reading depends upon many of 
the processes involved in effective speaking: articulation, 
confidence1 directness, physical expression, and voice 
control. They admitted, however, the differences which 
also exist: that many people speak well and read poorly, 
while others read well but speak poorly. 1£hey attr:i.buted 
these differences to the fact that the sources of the ideas 
expressed might be respons1ble.3 
Scholarsh~E· The correlation between speech atti-
tudes and scholarship was • Oll·l·. This relationship, which 
was not significant at the • 05 level, is sho\m on Figure 5. 
Another graph for which the investigatOl"' had no 
explanation is Figure 5, which shm>~s two groups of students 
~dth extremely variant speech attitudes as having the 
highest scholarship average. In this particular study the 
students in the lowest bracket, 121 .. 150, had a grade-point 
average of 2.0; while those in next to the highest group 
of speech attitude scores, 361-3901 had a grade-point 
average of' 1.8. 
The difficulties 1n using teachers' marks to deter-
mine scholastic success were thoroughly realized during 
the course of this study. The unreliability of teachers' 
________ 3_A-J.-be-P"t-C~a-1-g-Ba-i-Pd-and-F-Pru1k-lin-H-.~ttnow-er-.,-----G~e~n~e;:;J.";;:a_;::l~----­
.Speech ( Ne\'1 Yo1~k: McGraw-Hill Bool-c Company 1 Inc., 19!~9) 1 
p. 4~9. 
?9' "l )I ')0 ..J( . ..- - .. rc ..... 
361-390 





Scholarship in Honor Points 
FIGU.RE 5 
HELATIONSHIP Bl!:~'vfEEN SCHOLAH.SHIP 
AND SPEECH A'l'if!IJ.lijDES 
-Average e.cholarahip of students vvb.o h.ad 
designated score on speech attitude scale 
'19 
:NOTE: HoU('i!' points were computed by the follm11ng 
method: 2 honor points for "B1 '' or Above Average; l honor 




marks is a fact too well established to need verification. 
The investigator was fully aware of the fact that compari~ 
sons of teachers' marks 1i·Iith test scores of standardized 
80 
tests have revealed that the standard of' grading has varied 
from school to school and that teachers' marks have there .. 
fore been considered by .many to be entirely unreliable. '-i· 
Another possible factor :tni'luencing the l"eliabilit~{ 
of teachers' rnar•ks is the f~1.ct that men teachers apparently 
have been ltnown to give higher grades to boys than to girls, 
and that women teachers generally have had a tendency to 
v· f:" 
overrate girla.~~o 
Inasmuch as scholarship was used for the purpose of 
this study only for comparison of the students within one 
school--for a comparison of boys and girls all taught by the 
same t'aculty group--the marks given by the teachers have 
been accepted as being reliable enough for determining the 
correlation between scholarship and speech attitudes. 
Although poor marks and failures in school can have 
many causes, it is veey likely that personality is an 
~·p .. J. Olckers, "School Grades and Classes,': Journal 
.2f Sociolocs,ical Research, 1:172-82, Novembe:r>, 1950. 
5Herbert G. Espy, ~ Public Secondafl School (San 
ll1:r>ancisco: Houghton Mifflin Company, l939), p. 97. 
6H. R. Douglass and H. E. Olson, liThe Relation of 
____ J:iigh_SchQo~J1arks___t_o____J.<:Lcx_in_Ronr fJiinnesota 8enior Hig=h~---------­
Schools.; n School Review, I~5: 283-8"{, April, 1937. 
important area for consideration, if the student has a 
reasonable runount of intelligence and is not subjected to 
extremely unfavorable influences in his environment.7 
Silent .l .. C:i~dint:> abili t;y. The correlation betv11een 
speech attitudes and silent readin[; ability t'latEl found to 
he .16, 111h:tch shov<Ted only an indifferent, or a negligible; 
relationship. Figure 6 indicates this. 
81 
On this graph also, both the students with the 
highest and the low-est scores in speech attitudes had the 
highest average grade level for silent reading ability; 
however, this fact is not significant since there were only 
.f'our students in each of these groups. 
Reading was selected for this study as one factor 
to be correlated 11'11th speech attitudes because personality 
and reading development have been shown to be interrelated 
and interdependent,8 
The close relationship between speech and reading 
problems causes edt.wato1~s to watch fol" difi'1ou1 ties in one 
area vthenevel" they are observed in the other area. 9 
7J. Rosvrell Gc:,_ll.s~ghE.·!•1 nvll1:it Boys Ii'c:dl, <: 'l.'h€ Atlantic 
l\1onthly, 185: l~9 ... 52, May, 1950. 
8Elva E. Knight, 11 Personal1ty Development through 
Rec.din_s, H ~eadinQ Te;a,cher., 'f:~~l-27, January, 1953. 
9\iillard Abrahein, l'Speec:Ci D.lfficul·ties o:C Cb.llel1."en;-n---------
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Silent Heading Ability in •renns of Gl"ade Level 
FIGURE 6 
Rf~LATIONSHIP BE1~EEN SILENT READING ABILITY 
AND SPEECH ATTI1~DES 
•• Average silent reading ability of' students 
who had designated score on speech atti-
tude scale 
D2 
A teacher concerned VITi th the development of hit;) 
pupils into vrhoJ.esorne :~ well-adjusted adults needs cu"l under-
standing of the speech c.haracteristics of children.lO 
Although there has been lack of agreement as to the extent 
of correlation, there has appeared to be a relationship 
between speech difficulties and deficiencies in reading 
ab1lity.ll 
III. PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS 
Articulation. The correlation between speech atti-
tudes and articulation was -.001. The relationship was 
so low that it was not worthy of confidence at the .05 
level. Since the relationship was so limited, the graph 
has been omitted. 
Emotional ~djustment. Figure 7 compares speech atti-
tudes and emotional adjustment. There was an indifferent, 
or a negative, correlation of -.15 between emotional adjust-
ment and speech attitudes. 
Figure 7 shows that the two groups of students whose 
average rated them as v1ell-adjusted on emotional adjustment 
llA. Sterl Artley I 110ral-Language GI'O\'Ith and Reading 

























121 ... 150 
no 
\AJell-adjus ted Normal 
Emotional Adjustment 
FIGUHE 7 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EfilOTIONAL ADJUSTMEWI' 
AND SPF;ECH ATTITfJDES 
IIIIIAveragc score on emotional section of 
trJa.shburne of students who had designated 
score on speech attitude scale 
were those scol"ing highest and those scoring lowest on 
speech attitudes. Students whose averages placed them in 
all of' the othe1 .. groups carne vJ'i·thin the nonnal range f'or 
emotional adjustment, which is a compooite of their scores 
for purpose, :impulse ... judglnent, and self-control. 
~tel~isence. 1~e results of the comparison sho~~ 
of Figure 8 indicate that there was a substantial., or 
marked, correlation of • 44- between speech attitudes and 
intelligence, -v1hich indicates that there was a meaningful 
relationship between the t\'10. 
Figure 8 shows no particular trend in the average 
I.Q. •s of the students who had the various designated 
scores on the speech attitude scale. Those who had 
211-240 points in speech attitudes had the lowest average 
I.Q.; those with 351-390 points had the highest. Those 
with the lowest scores on Knower's scale had the same 
average I.Q. as those who raru{ed highest and aa those who 
ranked third highest on Knower's scale. 
Although intelligence as used in this study was 
measured on the basis of only one test, the important thing 
in correlating intelligence with. speech attitudes was to 
know the young person's standing within his own particular 
school, his superiority or· inferiorit:J' with :regard to the 





























RELATIONSHIP BE1.l'!;fEEN IlfrELLIGEHCE 
A:t-ID SPEECH ATTITUDES 
••• Average I.Q. of students who had 
desigrtated score on speech attitude 
ocale 
with both parents. 
S:i.Z:e !?.! t .. ~i;l;.y. The results of the comparison shol'm. 
on F;tzure 10 indicate that there \\fUB a suhstantinl cor-
between the two. 
Aocor"ding to F1g;uro lO students com:ln.g from the 
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Res:tden(}e with :Pa~ents 
F!GUM 9 
RELA~IONSHIP B~TWEmi RESIDENCE WITH P.AKENTS 
A~ SPEECH ATTIIJ:fJDE:$ 
•• ~ercenta~e Of ~tudent$.1 bf.l.'IJ'ing dO~.Ji:lf&riated 
$core «l speech att!wtie$ ~cale,. who l:lve 
w1 th both parent a. 
- Percentage or fiftudent:J 1 bav.:\ng 4es:lgn~tod 
aco%le on speech attitu.de.At soale~, ~ho li'V'e 
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Number of Children 
FIGURE 10 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SIZE OF FA\¥1ILY 
AND SPEECH ATT!fl'UDES 
lj, 
••• Average number of children in farailies oi' 
students who had de&ignated score on 
speech attitude scale 
attitudes, averaged practically no children in the family. 
Perhaps the fact that there ltler>e only four students who 
scored 391-420 and four who scored 151-180 helped account 
f'or the unusual relationships shown. 
Social adjustment. The results of the comparison 
shown on Figure 11 indicate that there was a substantial 
correlation of .57 .between speech attitudes and social 
adjustment 1 indicating that there was a meaningful rela-
tionship between the two. 
90 
Figure 11 shows a clearly significant relationship 
between the two factors. The average score or students who 
ranked highest in speech attitudes showed them to be high 
in the normal range of social adjustment. Averages of each 
or the next seven groups fell in the lo\t-normal range of 
social adjustment. The two groups lowest in speech atti-
tudes were borderline in social adjustment. 
Unity££ reli~ious beliefs. The correlation between 
speech attitudes and unity of religious beliefs was .002. 
1'he relationship was so lo~r that it was not worthy of 
confidence at the .05 level. Therefore1 it cam1ot be 
considered that there was a significant relationship between 
the two factors shown in Figure 12. 
'lhe percentage of students whose parents w·ere united 
in their religious belief's was higher for students in five 
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FIGURE ll 
HELATIONSHI? BETWEEN SOCIAL lillJUS'lTf•1E:W.r 
AND SPEECH AT'.PITUDES 
90 
•• :tverage score of students who had desig ... 
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lU!LATIONSil!f :aE'JJW.EitN UNI'l'Y QF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS 
AND SPEECH i\.TTl'l'UDltS 
P rcenta.ge ot stttd$nts .t bav:.t.ng designated 
score on speech attitude~ acal,e, \'lbose 
pall;lenta a:re united in t.h¢11? :t'eligi·ouG 
b~lief~ 
- i .l?centage ot s-ttlde,nta; 1 navUlg d~aignat~d 
score on speeeh. attitudes $..Cal~.; 'Whose 
parent$ al."l$ llOt united in the.il~ t'e.li~iOUS 
bel ie.t'£l 
percentage of students whose pa:r•entf~ d:Lffel"'ed ~Ln th.e:Lr• reli·· 
g:lous bclj.ef's. 111he g;tt;uat:l.on WEU3 reversed tn fuur othE.~:t, 
groups of students l''G.J.J}ced o,ceopcUne; to speech attitudes. 
Another group had an equal pel"'centa.ge of students whose 
parents were united in religious l)eliefs and Qf students 
v,rhose parents were not united in their religious belie.:es. 
Of the thirteen factors corz~latecl ·~d th speech atti-
tudes, the only ones fow1d to have a tneaningful relation-
ship with speech attitudes were the factors of grade level, 
intelligence, size of r~aily, and social adjustment. The 
relationship of speech attitudes with the factors of oral 
reading ability and with silent reading ability "\.'ras signifi-
cant only at the .05 level. 
TABLE I 
COHHEIJATION BETvlEEN SPEECH A~PTITUDES AND VAHIOU.S 
1l'ACTORS CONSIDEHED IN A STUDY OF THE S'l'UDI~NTS 
ENROLLED AT LODI ACADEMY DURING 1952-1953 
Speech a·ttitudes Cor1~e1. Sign1f. Signif'. 
correlated with coeff. .05 level .01 level 
Age . . . . . . • • • . • .009 
Sex . • . • . • • • • . • .06 
Grade level • • .52 * . • • Oral reading ability . • . .12 * Scholarship • . • • • .Oll.J. 
Silent reading ability • . .16 * Articulation • . • . . . • .001 
Fillotional adjustment • • • -.15 
Intelligence • 1111 ·lt . • . • ... 
Residence with parents .0'"{ 
Size oi' family . . .57 * social adjustment • . • • .57 * Unity of religious 'belie!' a .007 
SPEECH AT'11I'lttJDES AS A BASIS !i10R BET'fER UNDERSTANDING 
In this study an attempt was made to develop a better 
understanding of the facto1 ... s possibly correlated t..rith speech 
attitudes 3 as a basis for counseling ~~d for helping young 
people better adjust themselves to li.f'e 1s situations. 
Since :'the gro~11th of a matux•e personality is dependent upon 
the proper coordination of experience with the native equip-
ment of the individual.tul the investigator has concluded 
that a teacher's thorow~h lcnowledge of his students' speech 
attitudes can provide a basis for better understanding his 
students. 
I. INCREASED D'ViPHASIS UPON SPEECH EDUCNI'ION 
lmRortanc~ 2£ human values. The inveatigator.t in 
hamony nwith contemporary education which emphasizes the 
effect of' any phase of study upon the person as a whole., 112 
recognizes the need of adding the developrnent of attitudes 1 
interests, and adjustments to the traditional teaching of 
lDonald Nylen, 11Guidance and Speech in the School 
Fro~ram, 11 !h! ~ar.terly Journal .2£ Speech, 2L1- :604, December, 
1938. 
------------":"'2Eme-st-Ii.-Henril<:aon~_o_me Effects on St~e Frigh.t 
of a Course :tn Speech, 11 !!:!£. SJ:!arterly J'ournal of S,Eee,c~,~----
29 :4901 December, 19lJ.3. 
specific skills, insofar that methods of formal education 
still are not :meeti:ng the needs of' adolescents*3 
Speech education must train more adequately for 
meeting the dcmm1ds of eveFJ social situation.. Poley has 
described it thus: 
Students mtwt be heard; they must be understood; they 
must express themselves clearly; they must substantiate 
their views ""11th reasonable proof; they must be correct; 
they hope to be liked; tmd all of these things must 
prevail, not in the speech class alone, but throv~hout 
the ent1:re.,day--at home., on the street, and in every 
classroom. 11 
Dr. Lionel Cr)ockel .. _, in an address delivered as Pl"'es.:l.dent 
of t;he Speech .Association of 11merica at th.e convention in 
CJ.nclnn.ati in 1952,. characterized such teachin.; as 10l:naking 
the t:r•uth prevail through personality .. n5 He pointed out 
that the speech teacher gets at the individual in every 
phase of speech., that remedial speech and hearing, oral 
interpretE"tion, public EtddresrJ.# debate, discussion, and 
dramatic LU"ts all ncoax into beir1g latent personali-ty 
traits. !l6 
3A. de Graaf, usome Major Causeu of the Decrease in 
Achievement Level of Seconda~r School Students, 11 Rsucho~ 
.J.s>~ic~!. Abstracts, 26 :59'( 1 June, 1952 .. 
;+Lena A. lttoley, aspeech in the Every-Day Life of OUr 
Higl} ?cl'lool Students, n ~ @11.arte.r,ly Journal 2f. Speech., 
23:614, December, 1937. 
5Lionel Crocker, nTruth through Personality, H ~ 
----~ua-rterW-J-ourna-:t.-o-f'--Sn-e-ech-----2~-:-l-Fe'bru-at-jr-3;§5-S--:-~-------------
Pil, W ::st. ._..,. £:, T ri .6 J ' 
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MacGregor is another authority "t-1ho points out the 
personal development possible even in a beginning speech 
course.., ~vhere the teaching can be directed tm·mrd the 
personal adjustment of the individual, not as a speaker 
alone, but as a human being.'7 In other vwords, these men 
are saying that a truly dedicated teacher makes pel"Sonality 
the central theme in all educational endeavor.8 
Potentialities ~~eachin~ speec4. Lee Emerson 
Bassett of' Stanford Univel"sity summarized the potentialities 
of teaching speech in these words: 
It isn•t the particular technique that you are 
teaching; it is the individual and what you can make of 
h~n, how you can draw hua out--what kind of man you can 
make of him, ho't'T you can free him from his i'rustrations, 
free him of impediments, of fears, help him to declare 
himself and feel that he is a man among men, one who 
can develop himself and do his part in the civilization 
we are trying to preserve. OUrs is a high calling,. one 
that we can be proud of; let no one apologize f'or being 
a teacher of' speech, because w·e are doing ~,rork that no 
other department can do. We are getting at the 
individual.9 
Another has said, 
Through the speech class~ \'Je may learn to know one 
another as in no other field. our personalities are 
7V1rg1nia Claire l•iacGregor 1 npersonal Development in 
Beginning Speech Tr•aining, n The S@.~.rJ;!rll ~rnal o:t:' S_£eech., 
20:501 February, 193L~. 
8percy 11. Valentine 1 111e .Pszcholo,y 2£. _?erspnali tl_ 
( Ne-v1 York : D. Appleton and Company, 1927 , p. I2. 
9crocker1 22· cit., p. 3. 
revealed and developed. The world--Life itself--knocks 
at the door of the teacher of speech.lO 
One important means that the teacher of speech has 
!'or making; a significant contribution to his students 1 
welfare is through his own attitudes 1 which are highly 
contagious. Crowell has suggested that the following 
attitudes should be manifested so strongly by the teacher 
that the students cannot fail to catch them: (l) enthu-
siasm for learning; (2) high standards ;t""or achievement; 
( 3) considered judgment:. ( lJ.) res pee t for others as indi vid-
uals; and ( 5) respect for sel1 .... 11 Although the teaching 
should be of such a quality that students come to class 
eagerly and are reluctant to leave when the period ends, 
the teacher's enthusiasm regarding the teaching of speech 
should never be allowed to hinder his complete cooperation 
with his colleagues in other departments.l2 
A teacher can contribute to his class by consistently 
demonstrating, along tdth the fore-mentioned att.itudes, the 
principles of acceptable- pleasing speech. Greater success 
10Kenneth F. Damon, 11 The Speech Teachcr•s Challenge1 11 
~ 9!:\~tr·t~j~ly Journal 9!. S;Qeech, 26:379 1 October., 1940. 
llLaura Crowell, 11 Att1tudes Are Contagious,n ~ 
Speech Teacher, 2:2571 November, 1953. 
12Glenn G. 1?;ye, !\Superior 'reachers of Speech: Four 
-----V4ews-:----Wl:'1a-t-Cons-titut~a___a_Sup_enor> Teacher of Speech'? 1 i1 The 
9.uarterly Journal of Speech, 3l1. :216 ... 17, April., 1948. ---
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could be achieved in ma.<''l:J'" acacJ.emie departments if' teachel"'S 
\-vould remember their O\'ll:l student days tlhe:n they used to sit 
in class, dreadfully bored because the teacher had not 
developed f'orceful, clear speech that mal.-cGs foP int;el""esting 
and ef'fec'cive 'ceaching .13 
r.reachers of individuals, rather than of subject 
matter, utilize ever-"-J oppox~tunity to contribute to the 
welfare of their students, dealing judiciously with the 
human adjustments which are taking place before their very 
eyes. Edward and FJiar-y Long erich c:l. te the following 
examples of h.ow two different types of teachers deal with 
sensitive teen-agers in the speech class situation: 
11Nellie, stop tugging at your blouse. Do you want 
to look lilt:e a swea. ter girl? 11 demanded russ Blythe 
i:t>ri tably. liYou l.rnow ho'li't often I · ve told you a 
spealte:t> should stand up straight and throw out his 
cheat. 11 A wave of crimson spread rapidly over Nellie's 
face and tears welled in her eyes. Miss Blythe's 
correction only made Nellie more self-conscious about 
her physical development. 
Miss Beam in Meadborough Ju.nior High School was a 
successful educator, and admired by her pupils. Unlike 
Miss Blythe, she made a thorough study of Etdolescent 
problems. On the day her freckled-faced pupil, Jane, 
seemed embarrassed about taking tlle lead in the play 
because of vivid birthmarks on her face, Miss Beam 
quickly sensed the situation and suggested th.ct some of 
the children pretend to be radio speakers. The pupils 
then presented their poems at the back of the room in 
order that the class might decide which apenkers used 
the best voice quality and enunclation. 
13carl B. Cone~ !; Speech Train1:ng and Scholarship, n 
~ Q~arterl¥ Journal ££ SQeech, 31:418-19, December, 1945. 
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Late!• during t;hc .;:semester, when lanky, red-haired Jim 
got up to speru< and found that all he could do was 
produce alternate squeals and bellows., Miss Bes.m com-
plimented J"im by remarl{ing, nv-1hy you can produce t-v.ro 
kinds of ·,roices! Ho1,.,r l<TOUld you like to select t-vm of 
your favorite movie characters., then prepare a skit 
utilizing the two kinds of voi.ces'l 11 Instead of Jim's 
developing a self-consciousness about his voice-change, 
he gradually built up u confidence in himself and in 
his ability.lf.l 
!12£.£ ~rsonal .J:!1terest m teen-agers. For teachers 
to have a more per·aonal interest in teen-agers is necessa:r•y 
because emotional security is just as important as physical 
securi~cy in the: lives of people--and so many adolescents 
are not f'ind:tng that emotional security in the homes or 
today.l5 ~ne emotional hur~ers of today's teen-agers began 
to develop years ago, fox• they were rooted in the early life 
of the child, beginning probably before he ever went to 
schoo1.16 Nothing can take the place of nor:.mal home life 
and intelligent parents for giving youngsters affection and 
a sense of seourity.l7 Almost any condition or any type of 
ll4EdvTard Burt Longerich and Mary Coates-Lon.fi.i;erich, 
nThe Juniol"'-High-Suhool ~pcech 'reacher}, n 1.12.£ 9-!J.arterly 
Journal £f. -~peech, 30;2lo, Aprll, 191~4. 
15Rowena. :B•erguson, Youth ~ the Chi~istia.n C,onwunitl 
(l>Iew York: Abingdon Press, 1g4I~), p.Tg. 
16James L. Hym;;;s 1 Jr.~ Behavior and Niisbehavio£, 
(Englewood Cliffs., New ,Jersey: Prentlce·:Halr;-Iii'C:, 1955)., 
p. 33. 
l7Mon~y H.. l<'ields, Jacob A. Goldberg, and Hoiger F. 
K:llander, Youth Grows i.."lto Adulthood (Ne~I York: Chatwell 
House Jl Inc'. 1 l951)., pp :-!6'6-57. 
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situation which provides a threat--whether real or 
imaginary--to an individual's status can cause feelings of 
inferior•ity .18 
School recorda usually do not give much information 
about this aide of a child's development. It is the 
privilege and responsibility of' the speech teacher to help 
the adolescent understand more about the complex environment 
surrounding him and to help him better understand himself. 
Then the student can make a more satisfacto~J adjustment as 
he finds the place in society where he can best runction.l9 
Sometimes a child 1s attitude toward the reading situation is 
a clue to the fact that he feels emotionally unstable and 
insecure.20 A study regarding the causes for high school 
drop-outs revealed that more drop-outs than graduates had 
expressed the need for help in reading \~lile in school. 2l 
A revelation of a person•s attitude toward life is 
the manner in which an individual responds to speech 
l8E. R. Guthrie, The P,s;¥chol,of 2!. !lum~ Q.o.~,;f'lic_i 
(New York: Harper and BrO'tfi'ers, I93B , p. 31+5'. 
l9sax•a Stinchfield Hawlc, "Personality Heasurement in 
Speech Correction1 11 The Journal of S~eech and Heari~ Dis-
orders,. 13:3121 Decem'Ser,· !SPJ..a;· - -·- · · ... -
20H. C. GUnzberg1 ur.rhe Unsuccessful Reader, il I•1ental 
Health, 8:3l.J., January, 1948. --
-- bai .. 4 .. 
-------'=2l...,Ru~tlih---'C>LJ.~P~en~t~y, Readi!!S; Abilit~ and~ School 
Dro~-0Uts (New York~ Bureau orPUblfca"fi6ns 1 J.eac~h'"j;e'~r~t,~'------
'Col~ege', Columbia University, 1956), p. 36. 
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i f)2 situat ons.~ · Often the symptoms classed as stage fright 
place the speaker in a position 11Jhere he is virtually 
saying to the audience, 1' I run not capable of meeting this 
emergency. 11 Some typical e.A':pressions of fear and lack of 
confidence are bodily tremors, knocking knees, trembling 
hands, perspiration, dry throats, \!leak voices, thin voices, 
hesitant utterance, repetitions, fidgety gestures, quick 
movement, and body r1g1dity.23 
11 I f'el t as if I had drun1c a lot of grease and gone 
and played basketball, 11 24 ~'las the response of a high school 
student v1ho WD.s asked to describe his feelings when he got 
up to speruc for the first time before his classmates. 
Lomas commented that the preceding v-1as a surprisingly 
accurate description of the feelings of many teen-agers, 
even though it ~tras not as class:tcal as Cicero 1s description 
of stage fright in De Oratore:25 "I turn pale at the outset ... ~ , ..... _. ___ .... 
of n speech., and quake in evertJ limb and in all my aoull 11 26 
Often stage :f'right, anti-social attitudes and conduct are 
-------
22aladys L. Borchers and Claude M. Wise~ Mode14n 
SP.~.eoh; {New York : Harcourt • Brace and Company, l9Wn;-p. 228. 
~~3Ibid. I p. 231. -
21·~Charles vJ. Lomas.. I! Stage Fright 11 1l"'he ~arterlz 
:IP_u.rnal 91.. f?E.e .. ~cp_, 30: 1~ 79, December, 19ll·~·. -
25~. 
26Batsell Barret Baxter, §)eaki~ ~ !n£ ~~?t~~ (New 
Yorlt: 'I'he tl!acmillan Company, 1957 , p. • 
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mani.festations of' inner con.flicts.27 For example, a very 
dominant personality is o.ften the result of compensation .for 
a feeling of extreme inferioi•i ty. 28 
II. EDUCATIONAL AIDS FOR ADOLESCENT ADJ'USTMEifl.' 
Intell!£;ent ~ 2.£. bJk. ~ .2£_ letter &r~.~e.s. 
EducatoJ:>s sometimes have been knmm to do untold har.rn to an 
adolescent by an unt'fise interpretation of' the I.Q. score or 
by failing to realize the import of letter grades upon the 
student's future. 11 'Ihe faith in the I.Q. is fantastic,.n 
says Gallagher.29 He continues with the thought that the 
moment a student is failing.. some teacher runs to hunt up 
the I.Q. If it's low,. the instructor feels that he has the 
am.n1er and looks no further for the cause. 11}).e teacher 
accepts the results o.f the I.Q. test without question or 
doubt just because a specialist has produced it. 
Intelligence tests are valuable, provided they arc 
good tests--properly administered and correctly inte~Jreted. 
1bey are not without error, however. They are most useful 
27M. E •. B.ennett. t Building Your Life (New York: 
"Lfuittlesey House, 1935;, p. riO. --
28c. B. Wrenn,. L. w. Ferguson and J. L. Kennedy, 
11 Intell:.tgence Level and Personality,fr Journal of Social 
PSlC~O~ogy, 7:308, August, 1936. --
-------29J.-Roswei-l-----G-ai-lagl1-er#11WhTl3o-ylS-Fa!l#1'-~ 
Atlantic Montl~ll., 185 :lt9.t May1 1950. 
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for distinguishing the Vel~ dull from the very bright; but 
they are scarcely valid enough for explaining failure or 
predicting success.30 Besides~ the ability to learn does 
not in itself insure accomplisl~ent. Results of a study by 
vlilliam Book clearly sh0\1 that 
a senior 1s success in school is conditioned by other 
factors besides his intellectual capacity. Mtmy seniors 
endowed with the highest grade of intelligence are 
failing in school or making only mediocre S\.l.ccess 1 i'lhile 
others with average or seemingly inferior grades of 
intelligence are being regularly promoted. We conclude 
that other mental characteristics, such as persistence. 
effort, and mental attitude towards the teacher and 
school1 play an Mnportant role in achieving success in 
school.3J. 
To illustrate, many students don't learn any more in 
school than is necessary because they do not have the 
:interest; but tvrhen they get out of school, where they see 
the need for certain sl<:ills., they demonstrate that they do -
have the ability necessary. A typical experience is that of 
a tmrried young salesman who t'lalked into a s.uite of offices 
on New Yorlt rs Fifth Avenue and asl-ced the receptionist, nis 
this \•mere they 111 teach me to read? I 1 ve got to learn 
right away--my promotion depends on itln This young man, 
}'>lho had come to Nmt Yorlt 1 s Reading Laboratory for help, was 
most sincere. He l'Tas among the three out of five Junericans 
30Ib1d. -
3lwillirun F. Book., r.rhe Intelli5ence of r~h School 
Seniors (New Yorlt: The Maciri'n"lan Company, 1922 , p. 3I0. 
who 1 according to research, are woefully inefficient 
readers. After ll+ hour-and-a-half lessons at the labora-
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tory, the salesman was reading three times faster than 
before.; he had learned to skim much faster than his reading 
rate of six hundred words per minute; he could get the idea 
of what he read by picking out keJ~- words and phrases. The 
result'i ~f) His promotion went through promptly.~~ 
Another problem worth studying is to find methods 
for determining the reliability of school course letter 
grades, which are llaportant for they become part of the 
official record of the student and somewhat determine his 
future education, emplo~nent, and military opportunities.33 
Remedial instruction !2£ needl students. Remedial 
instru.ction f'or students who are lacking ability in any of 
the basic skills should be made available and recommended; 
for there is a great deal of evidence to show that reading, 
for example, is one of the most valuable tools for a high 
school pupil's success in acquiring and organizing tacts.34 
32Selwyn James, uso You Think You Can Read?,n Coronet, 
33:29-30, April, 1953. 
33A. w. Bendig, 11 The Reliability of Letter Grades," 
Educational and Psychological Measurement, 13:311, Summer, 
1953. --- . 
3L~Joseph Seibert Butterweck, The Problem .2£. Teaoh:lflg 
----I'F¥11.-~-----¥~s~cliOOJ.-----pupn]31Iow to--s"tudr(-t-Iew-Yorl?elty-:-Bur~ea~u:-o:-rrl:r~'---------
1ca~!ons, ~eachers ~llege, Columbia University, 1926), 
p. 47. 
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A person's reading ability is an indication of his ability 
to organize his ideas and express them too; for readir~ is 
a process of thirucing, interpreting, and reacting.35 Poor 
readers on the secondary level need to be ta~~ht the sys-
tematic reading skills which they failed to learn or to 
retain in the elementary grades.36 Not only is failure or 
retardation in reading a cause for failure or backwardness 
in school work; but extensive evidence shows that f'ailure 
in school t.'lork frequently results in truancy, delinquency, 
or other forms of social maladjustment. An analysis of the 
results of twenty-seven hundred cases showed that improved 
reading ability resulted in better social and emotional 
adjustment and in improved scholastic ability.37 
A certain group of students read well silently, but 
have difficulty with oral reading. Gates points out that 
it is a more complex and difficult activity than silent 
reading because in oral reading one is required to do all 
35A. Sterl Artley I noral-Lan&?Uage Gx•owth and Reading 
Ability,~r ~ Eleraen~ School Journal, 53:3~~1, February, 
1953. 
36Lillian Blanchard Sutton, nThe Improvement of' a 
Fifth-Grade Reading Program11 (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Illinois State Normal University, Normal, Illinois, 1952), 
p. 136. 
37 A. I. Ga tea, 11Failure in Reading and Social l·1al-
adjustment,11 National Educational Association Journal, 
-----~:;-:-2e5, ec-toberHM6. · · · .. · - · --
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that is demanded in silent readil:ll-;~ and several things in 
addition.38 One reason that today's students have problems 
with oral reading could be the fact that in the last half-
century, approximately, the public schools seem to have 
given more attention to silent reading and less to oral 
reading.39 If a student can have his interest aroused to 
improve his reading ability, under direction he can be 
practically certain of mru{ir~ recognizable progress.40 
~'11th time at a premium as it is these days, speed of 
reading, when accompanied by satisfactory comprehension, is 
an important asset.hl Although teachers of developmental 
reading give diff'e:rent inter-pretations regarding the :results 
achieved by their students, all are agreed in reporting 
satisfactory gains in reading speed and comprehension. 1.12 
38t'iil1iam B. f.IcCoard and Samuel N. LeCount~ 11An Oral 
Reading Evaluation of Good and Poor Silent Readers 1 11 Speech 
Monoa~a~~~~ 18:288, November~ 1951. 
39Helen PI·ice and J. B. Stroud, llA Note on Oral 
Reading1 11 ~ QHarter~y Journal 21 Speech, 31:340, October, 
191+5. 
1Wcordilia Curap and c. H. Allen, "How Oral Reading 
tvas Irnproved Through the Use of Gray's Check Tests, 11 The 
Elementax.z .§.g.ho,ql Journal, 30:133, October, 1929. -
4lnora v. Smith, 11 \'Jh.at Do tve \1Jant Johnny to Do:· • • • 
to Pronounce Words or to Read'?, n Educational Horizons,. 
3lt: 13'1, ~linter, 1955 .. 
Lt·2Louis R. \'lard, 11Measuring Comprehension in 
Reading, 11 Col.1ee;e g1ish., 11+: 481.--.;-May, lg56~.-----------
lOB 
Generally speaking, a small but significant per-
centage of the students in any high school have major 
difficulties ~'lith reading or speech. Since oral-language 
development, lil<:e reading., is of great importance to all 
persons, many high schools are giving more specialized help 
in language development than in years past, when language 
study was considered an area for the elementarr.v· schools 
jr3 only."' The benefits derived f'l"'m language and speech 
development are mutual; for an increase in oral-language 
ability helps improve reading comprehension, the new 1'10rds 
and phrases encountered in reading finding their \'laY into 
oral expression. L}.LJ. 
Another reason for the high school's offering 
remedial work in speech is that it in ·turn will improve 
the adjustment o:f' the adolescent to his environment. :By 
helping a student find the best vocal rangt) for his speaking 
voice, doing away w·ith monotonous s,peech which so often 
indicates an iru1ibition~ and correcting speech defects, 
the secondar'.f speech teacher can improve the attitude and 
social adjustment of the young person enrolled in his 
L;.3:Hollia L. Cas~qell, ( ed. )~ The American Hit?;h School: 
~I.Y..~. Res;r:zonsibili tj£ and Q.I?portuni tz 1Te·w York : Harper and .... 
Brothers, 1946), p. l52. 
_______________ 4~'L~1ar~on-b~nro~,_QrQwing-1n~£adin5 (Chic9e~o_: __________ _ 
Scott, Foresman and Company, l95rr;-p.-~j8. 
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Cl,,oq !Jr.) O,.t..J'ki • .,... A student who has a weak voice needs emotional 
security~ as well as training in the a11atomy and physiology 
of sound production.46 
Education 2£ parent~ !egar41ES adolescents. If 
parents can be 11educated 11 regarding their adolescent sons 
and daughters so that they understand the l"'easons for any 
retardation, failu:r:e in school, or feelings of inadequacy, 
many p:r•essures and tensions can be lessened or even removed 
for the young people. Ono type of situation where a 
child's failure to achieve in school might be accompanied 
by personality problems is that wherein parents are resent-
ful towar~ the child for his unsatisfactory school records 
and where parents make school achievement the condition of 
their acceptance of' the child. !q As long as there is lack 
of understanding, such things as the relation of t•etarda-
tion in reading to personality development can constitute 
a vicious circle. A child may be handicapped in le~ling 
to read because of heredity factors, physical defects of' 
1~·.5:Paul J. Moses, nsocial Adjustment and the Voices n 
~ .Qa.§.J?J.erly Journal .2£. Speech~ 27:536., December., 1911-1 • 
. L~6Loren D. Reid, TeachiWj Speech in the _!!;tgh School 
(Columbia: Artcraft Press., 1~5.::. I p. n2:- - -. - -
1~·7Percival M. Symonds, The w_~rnics of Parent-Child 
Rel-a-t~-en-s!Ti-!&--(--Ne-4>J-"11Qrk-:-Bureau_o£151fii'fcations, 'lieacher's" 








various types, the lacl:: of sel1'-conf1denco., poor instruc-
tion, or poor parent-child relationships. Since the child 
is retarded in reading, his concept of himself' becomes 
l0111ered and his ambitious parents increase the very pres-
sures 'lf.Jhich Ol"iginally caused his failure .lt8 It is 
tensions aroused by unsolved problems, such as these 
pressures of parents upon children who are failing, that 
cause maladjustment .l~g 
A united family--united in interest, in understrold-
ing, and in beliefs--ordinarily can provide an adolescent 
with the best opportunity for satisfactory emotional adjust-
ment. 
Oh1 for the good old horse ax1d buggy days 1 when 
everyone f'rom Uncle Ebenezer to the baby piled into the 
one-horse shay and went to church. It was an inspira-
tion to see the whole tx·i·be in their own pev1 every 
Sunday morning. Alas, the move of the past fifty years 
from rural to urban living has done much to change what 
was one of those precious sharing experiences • Ho-vT 
goes it at y·our howe'? Let •s get back to the horse and 
buggy days. This going to church as a family group 
should be a must. Family life includes much sharing 
in all realms of living, and .first and foremost should 
be the sharl.niJ.: in chux•ch .. 50 
48Rltth St:t•ang, 11 Heading and Pel?Sonality For.tuation1 n 
Per~_smali,tl, l: 13'7, April, 1951. 
49willis tv. Claz•l:, Ernest W. Tiegs, and Louie P. 
Thorpe, Manua~ of Directions, C~liforniu Test of Person-
al:JJ?.l, .~n£erm,edlate br.!eji {Los 7mgeles: 'Calii'orn!a r..rest 
Bureau, l9h2), p. l. 
50Alvena Burnite. 1 You.r Teen~ers: How to Survive 
Them (Milwaukee: The Bruce-l'Ubfisli Company,J:'9~J, p. 6. -
lll 
III. UL'riMA'rE RESULifS OF IMPHOVED SPEECH l?ROGRAM 
Benefits to ~ individual. Better understanding of 
teen-agers by their parentsa more personal interest from 
their teachers, and increased emphasis upon speech education 
could result in benefits to the individual student, such 
benefits as seen possible by Mrs. Frru1klin D. Roosevelt: 
So I feel it would be a very great thing if we would 
develop a greater interest in speaking in public, in 
debating in public, in answering questions in public, 
where our young people are concerned. I would begin in 
the earl~· school days, so that they would get over all 
sense of self-conaciousness.51 
Besides helping young people overcome self-consciousness, 
such a program of speech training could likewise improve his 
speech attitudes and interests, which are so closely rela·ted 
to his speech achievement.52 
Some students who enter public speaking courses are 
shy, timid, inarticulate; their voices mumbling, 
gutteral, harsh, strident, inaudible; unequal alike to 
the demands of home, school, and their social world; 
utterly unconscious that their failure to adjust them-
selves to the world in which they live may be due, in 
large part, to these very inadequacies of voice and 
body.53 
51Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, 11Speech r.rraining for the 
Youth1 11 ~Quarterly Journal 9.£. Speech, 27:3701 October, 
1941. 
52Albert Craig Baird and Franklin H. Knower, General 
S~eech (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1949), 
------~p.-!6; •. ------------------------------------------------------------
53Win1fred H. Littell, "Before and After Taking, 11 ~ 
~uarterly Journal£! Speech, 23:617, December, 1937. 
The changes that can take place in the speech class room 
have been described by Bryngelson as follows: 
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Once stage fright, self-consciousness and random 
physical activity have been reduced through the alter-
ation of personal security, speaking becomes more 
pleasant to the listener. Naturalness replaces un-
naturalness, poise replaces fear when students are 
helped in the process of reorienting their basic atti-
tudes towards themselves and othera.54 
Along t'ITith these benefits that a speech teacher can 
pass on to his students, Kingsbur'Y places ua deep and 
abiding respect for the truth and a thorough-going abhor-
rence of intellectual dishonesty.55 
Fulfillment £f social resRonsibilitl• Speech teaches 
people to sympathize with one another, to think clearly, to 
feel sincerely, to judge justly, and to act w1sely.56 
According to a prominent authority, 
Were speech to fail, our intelligence would lapse to 
the level of the beasts, each individual would dwell 
apart from his fellows, the structure of society would 
crumble, the very fabric of life itself would inte-
grate, and all the vital p~oceasea of civilization would 
grind to a faltering stop.b7 
54Bryng Bryngelson, 0 Speech and Its Hygiene, 11 ~ 
~uarterly Journal 9.:£. Speech, 28:86, February, l9ll-2. 
55warren T. Kingsbury, 11 Th.e Educational Objectives of 
the High School' Speech Contest, il ~ Quarterlz Journal 2.£ 
SEeech, 23:477, October, 1937. 
56Andrew T. Weaver, 0 What Is Speech? A Sjll11posium¥ 11 
The-~p:a-rt-erl-l----Jeuma'l-2£-S:eeach,_~U_:_l53.-____fu:>ril,_,___l_..._9.,_.55-=-·=------------
57Ib1d. -
Since speech rcf'lects all the histor;v that is past 
and prophesies all that is in the future, Bryngelson feels 
coni'ident that eventually everyone concerned with the edu-
cation of human beings will realize the great value of 
speech training and the impact it has upon social and emo ... 
tional adjustment.58 
A teacher's thorough l{:nowledge of his students • 
speech o.ttitudes not only can provide a basif:1 fol"' l'.letter 
understanding the youn[:; people in his classes but can 
ultimately result in a fulfillment of social responsibility 
since speech and the attitudes reflected therein are the 
things that shape the course of world history.59 
59Nev1n C. Hamet"~1 About lu!il:self' (Philadelphia: r.tr~l.e"· ---------
Christian Education Press, I950) 1 p. 39. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of' this study was to determine by means 
of standardized tests and questionnaires which of the 
following factors, if' any4 may have aff'ected the speech 
attitudes, as evaluated by Kno\'ler 1 s S;ee.ecg Attitude .£cal~., 
Form g, of stu.dents enrolled in Lodi Academy at the time 
of the testing, 19.52-1953: PHYSICAL--age, articulation, 
sex; EDUCJ\TIONAJ:, ...... grade level, oral reading ability, 
scholarship, silent reading ability; PSYCHOLOGICAL--
emotional adjustment, intelligence, residence with parents, 
size of family, social adjustment, and unity of religious 
beliefs .. 
I • SUMr-iARY 
,Ty:;pes 9.! r•elated studies. Related studies "t•Thich are 
discussed in Chapter II include studies concerning speech, 
studies relating to speech at;t:ltudea, studies shot'ling the 
results of speech training, and studies pertaining to the 
follol'ling related factors which are considered in this 
investigation: sex, scholarship, reading ability, articu-
lation, emotional adjustment, social adjustment, intelli-
____ gence, residence v.rith parents, size o:t.' family, and unity of.' 
religious beliefs. 
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Results of experiments dealing with various phases 
of speech indicate the presence of favorable personality 
traits within effective speakers, for their favorable speech 
attitudes help them adjust more easily to various types of 
speaking situations. Research studies also indicate that 
speech training for adolescents results in improved per• 
sonality adjustment. 
Materials £!!£. inV~t?tigation., For" this st'u.dy, with 
the 288 students enrolled in Lodi Academy during 1952-1953, 
standardized tests and queatiomlaires were used for securii~ 
the information needed as a basis for computing the cor-
relation of the thirteen factors with speech attitudes. 
Standardized tests administered by the investigator 
for the purpose of this study included Speech Attitude 
Scale, !'.2m_!; ~ Silent Reading Advanced Test, F:o~ 1!!!1; 
~ Selr-~~ipisteripS Test £! Mental Abilit¥1 Higher 
Examination, Form £; Standardized .2£!! ~ea.ding r.a,ragrae.hs; 
and Washburne S-A Inventory, IJ.'haspic Edition. 
Results of correlations. The results of this study 
indicate that the educational factor of grade level was 
positively related to speech attitudes, with no noticeable 
d:tff'erence between boys and girls. 
--------------~T=h=e~psychological factors of intelligence, size of 
family, and social adjustment showed a significant 
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relationship to speech attitudes; while age, scholarship, 
articulation, residence with parents, and unity of relig-
ious beliefs seemed to have practically no relationship to 
speech attitudes. 
The relationships of the remaining factors--
emotional adjustment. oral reading ability,. and silent 
reading ability--were found to be only negligible. 
The investigator concluded that educational and 
psychological factors seemingly influenced the speech atti-
tudes of high school students in very much the same way, 
for some factors of each type were found to have significant 
relationships to speech attitudes_; some, small; and some, 
insignificant. The physical factors, on the other hand, 
had only a negligible relationship to speech attitudes. 
Lhnitations ££ ~ study. To asswne that the cor-
relation found in any given group would also hold good for 
another group is fallacious thinking. Obviously, the 
results can be considered valid only for the particular 
group tested; and, as is true of all such studies, the 
results are only as valid as the tests and questionnaires 
used tor evaluating the factors considered. 
Another limitation involved vJas the size of group 
used tor the study; all Lodi Academy students were tested. 
except for the necessary exemptions mentloneo.--tu-Clrapt~r-r-r.r .. 
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One question that arises is whether the results of a s:lmilal"' 
investigation done with another group of parochial high 
school boarding students would have had comparable results. 
Bas~ f9.£ :!!PdeJ:S.!.~!ldA~ adolescents. In this study 
an attempt v1as made to develop a more complete understandint:; 
of' the factors correlated with speech attitudes as a basis 
for counseling and for helping young people better adjust 
themselves to life's situations .. Basing their observations 
upon the results of investigations and years of experience 1 
various authorities have expressed themselves on this 
matter. Tb.ey have pointed out both the benefits to the 
individual and tlle f'u.lfillment of social responsibility 
t-1hich can result f':r•om a program wherein speech education 
is given increased eraphasis., \'lith various educational aids 
being used as needed to help adolescents become better 
adjusted. 
Reconunendationa for further ~~udx. Even though the 
correlations for many of the thirteen factors considered 
were negligible, improved techniques of measurement in 
speech and personality--or in both--may some day show the 
relationships ·to be highly significant. 
Another matter worthy of consideration is the fact 
tnat----al'tlwugh-thi-s-ana-l-y-s-1-s~ens!de-ved-only_thttt=e=en.._,.__~~~~~~~--~~­










!' to speech attitudes might be found to have significant 
impact upon the personality development of secondary stu.-
den·te., if a broader l .. ango of elements were taken into 
consideration. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
After completion of' this study., the investigator 
arrived at the following conclusions; 
1. That, according to the results of the correla-
tions, grade level, intelligence, size of family, and 
social adjustment were the factors most significantly 
related to the speech attitudes or the group enrolled at 
Lodi Academy in 1952-1953. 
2. That, although questions may be raised as to how 
really independent of each other any of the thirteen factors 
and speech attitudes are, future improvements in the means 
and methods of measuring speech and personality factors may 
materially modify the conclusions drawn from the correlations 
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SPEECH ATf!WDE SCALE 
PORM F 
by 
FRANKLIN H. KNOWER 
1. I am 111 at ease when speakins with a group composed 
entir-ely of members ot the oppo$1te sex, 
_._Al.lnos'b neve~5 _seldom4 _.,oeca.$ionally3 
..._U$ually2 _Allrt()St a.lwaysl 
2. I find it easy to soliQ1t money for a cause 1n which 
I am tnterested .. 
_Almost neverl _sel.dom2 _oeoasionally3 
• __ J1$Ually!~ _Almost a:t.way~5 
:s. I am ill at ease when m.ald.ng a $peach in tbe p~e$enoe 
ot cx-1t1os. 
_Almost never5 _.Beldom4 _oocas1ona.lly3 
.__Usua1ly2 .__Almost alwaysl 
4. I enjoy meet:blg and talk~ng wath .famous people. 
_Almost neverl _seldom.2 _ocoas1onally3 
_ U$UallYJ.~ _Alinost a1ways5 
5. I dislike to take an aoti ve part in the ritual ot a 





6. I enjoy making a ~peeoh in a large auditorium~ 
_Almost neverl _sel.dom2 _ocoaaionally3 
_usually4 _Almoat always!> 
7• I hesitate to Pl:'OtfJst even 'bhoue;h I teel tbat I nave 
been treated unfairly. 
_Almost neverB _Jeld.omL~ _occasionally:? 
___ uaually2 ~Almo$t alwaysl 
8. I avo~d mald.ng tormal apeeohea. 
. AlmofJt never5 - . $eldom4 Ooca.$10nall"r3 -~ ~ t:1 
Uaual1y2 
~ 
___ Almo~t alwayal 
9· I l:tke to uee my hands in making geaturea when :t talk. 
___ Almost neverl ___ Seldom2 _._oeoaaionallyS 
_ueually1~ _Almolilt always5 
10. I en3ov 1ntroduc1ne; a gueat to a s;voup ot :friend$. 
Altaoet neverl 
~ .. Seldom2 . occas1onally3 ~- ~-- . ' 
_usua:u.:r4 .. ·· ·. ·~ . . . 5 .._Almost a.l.ways. 
11 ~ I dislike to t:tV to make an itnprompw speech. 
_Almost n~ver5 _$•ldom4 __.OooaGionally3 
·_usually2 _Alluoat al.wayal 
12" I dialik~ making a sp$.eoh to an a:u.dienoe t;rom behind 
footlight&. 
_A~ost neve~5 _Seldom!~ _oooa$1onaliy3 
.· . 2 UsuallY - . 
13~ I $nJoy d1$oul1.\a:lng philoeopllioal quest1cms. 
_1\lmost nevell:L _sel.dom2 _occaG1on~lly3 
_uaua.~l~,A _Almo$t always.5 
14. I enJo~ trying to make an tnipirational speech to a 
small g~up • 
. . · Almost neve;rol -
_ uauall;yit- Almost alwaya5 
~- .· .. 
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I like t¢ ~tart ott: tll,e disou:r:tsion :tn a .tomn. ov <.U .. a-
cuasion grou,p. 
_Alm()~t n$verl _sel.d.o:mfl _ooeasionall;r:S 
. _uauall;v-4 _Almost a4.waya5 
! run bo.ved. by diEteU£Hlions of poli tioe. 
_Almost never5 _Jleldom.4 ......_occaeionally3 
. . 2 , .· . Usually -
17. 
~hall be unabl¢ to continue • 
.__Almost never5 ___ seldo:m4 Occasil1nally3 
~~ 
vaually2 . Almost a1ways1 
~- ~ ,. 
18. I dislike to tallt to people w:1 th wh.¢m I have diffi-
ouJ.t;v .ln mak3.ng myselt understood. 
___A~oat never5 _seldoni~ _ooca&ionaJ.ly3 
___ uaual~y2 ___ Almo~Jt alwayal 
19. I enJoy veo1ting ver:iletll I have memorized. 
__.Almost nevexl _Seld.om2 _ooca;ionally3 
. . . 1·1· l~ A l 5 _U$u.a .· .· .. y ............,'l~o$t a ways·. 
20. I enJoy speaking ~n competitive speech activities. 
Almost neverl Seldom2 Oooasionally3 
~ ~ ~ . 
Usually4 Almost always5 ............... ~ 
21. I hesitate to be forward in conversation tor tear I 
will appeax- eonoe.i ted~ 
___ Almost never5 ~Sel,dom4 ___ pooasionally3 
_uaually2 _.Almost a;twaysl 
22. I dislike to talk with strangers, 
_Almost never5 _Seldom4 _oooasionally3 · 
Usually2 Almost alwayal - -
23. I like to question people to get them to talk. 
Almost neverl - ___ Seldom2 ___ ooeaa1onally3 
_usually4 Almost always5 -
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24. I like to point out mistakes in other people's reason-
:lns;. 
Almost neverl !eldom2 Oooas1onally3 
~ ~- ~ 
___ U$ually4 ___ Almost always5 
25. I enJoy $erving as a Judge in. public events. 
Almost neverl Seldom2 Oceas1onally3 
~" ~ ~ 
_ueuallylt _1\lmost always!> 
26. I hesitate to request trade~Jpeople to look again when 
they 3?eport that they cannot supply an article. 
Almol!lt neve~5 Seldom4 Occaa1onally3 ............... ~ ~ 
_usually2 __.Almost a.lwaysl 
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27.· I·am·tree from worey about appearing unnatu:calwhen I 
make a.public;speeob. 
_Almoa t neve:rl _seldom2 · · ... ....;,_Occasiona.lly3 
·. ··· · · trsuallyl} ·. · . Almost alwaus5 · 
~ ~ 
28. I am.· emba~ra.ssed by · the necess1 ty o£ ;talking to an 
aud:Lence·eontainit'lg closefriends. 
_Almost never£> ...-ieldom4 · .:..,_0ecasionally3 
........;_ usually2 · _.:._Altno$t alwaysl 
29. I like to talk about my. hobbies. 
_Almo$t. neverl _seldom2 ·~Occatd.onally3 
· _usual.ly4 _Almost alweys5 
1\0. When I have been embar:tassed by something I mwe done, 
I find 1t.d:1t!'icult to speak in tsuch a way that I can 
cover up my embarrassment .• 
_; .. )\lmost neve:t'5 _Seldom4 _occas1onally3 
31. I hesita:be to: try to argUe myselt into a position when 
I te~l that more eompetent persons are ·also seeking it.· 
Almost never5 Seldom4 Oceas1onally3 
~ ~ ................ 
Usu.al.ly2 .. Almost alwayel 
~· ~-
3S. I have d1tt1oulty in deciding what to aa:y to a stra:nger 
to open a conversation. 
_Almo't never5 _Seldom4 _oocaaiona.llyS 
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33. It I can sit down as I speak, I feel lea~ newous than 
if I must stand up to speak. 
Almost :never5 Seldom4 , oocasionally3 - - -
_uaua.lly2 _Almo£Jt alwaysl 




_Seldom.2 _ O$oa.siona.lly3 
Almost alw$ys5 
~ .. : 
35. I tind it easy to look directly at pe~sons w~th whom 
I talk. 
_Almost nevel'l _$eldom2 _occasi'o~al)Ly3 
___ usually4 _._Almost al.ways5 
36. · I find it easy to tell a salesman why I pref,er the 
products ot anotAer. 
Almost neverl ............... . . ' .. 
._...Usua1ly4 
_se1dom2 _ 0(HlafiliG,ltla.lly3 
Almost altta;tns5 - . 
37. I dislike to ask for solnething when I feel that I 
shall be ~tUs~d. 
___Almost n~ver5 ___peldom4 -___ Oocasionally3 
_uaua1ly2 -..Almost a1waysl 
~8. I oan remain at ease even when carrying on a conver• 
sation with a peraon who obviously dislikes me. 
Altno$t never~ - Sel.dom2 ·. Oooas1onally3 .............. ~. 
Uauall'Y4 - ___ Almost always5 
39· I hesitate to .accu~e a pepaon whom I am aura has: 
('tolen a piece ot·my prope~t~. 
' . 
_Almost neve:r? _Seldo:rn4 _oocasion.a.llyl 
_ueu.ally2 
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40. When I have an idea for.enl1ven1ns.a \dull party I like 
to present it tor action. 
_Almoat n~verl _Beld.om2 _Qo(}a~.:tona.l.ly3 
Uaua.lly4 Almost always? ................ · .. ~, .. ,· .. 
· 41. I am :111. at (;)ase when a pe~son .or ~he opposite sex. lvhom 
' . ' . . . . 
X like veey much is 1n my audience. 
__.Almost navel:":>· _Seldom~ _oeoa.s:tona1ly3 
_usu$lly2 _A:t.moat al.l\Tayal 
42.. I find it easy to be frank and orit.te12:e a f':riend when 
he asks me to do so. 
_Almost neverl 
Usu.a,lly4 -
_seldom2 _ oooa~1onally3 
___ Almost alwaya5 
ot a s1tuat1on which is apparently oomprom1s!ng, 
_Almost never5 _Seldom4 _oeoasi9nally3 
_usually2 _AlmoJ:Jt alwe.y$1 
44... I hesitate to make special :t~equestu.t ot a wa:itr.tr in a 
restaurant. 
Almo$t never5 ·-
iJ2u.a1ly2 - __ Almost a.lwaysl 
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45. I find. ·tt difficult to enter into d1souasio~·u:1 of bus1• 
. . 
ness and ·Gconomies. 
_Almost never5 _..._Seldom4 ~Oocasio).\a~ly3 · 
46, · I em.Joy ·eaJ:>XWirlS on a converaation a.t a toxmal1' te~ 'or 
dinnev. 
_ Al.mos t neverl _ ... Jleldom2 _.....;_ Go.ea.sionall:r3. · 
~Usually4 ___ Almost always5 
47. I lilt:a· to_ mimic others .• 
_Al.rD.ost ·neverl _Seldonl2 _._Qceasiona:U.y3 
~Usually4 ..._Almost alw:aya5 
48. It :l.s easy for me -to lead a eh.eering see\tion at a 
·' 
sports event. 
Almost nev-erl · Seldom2 Oeca.s1onally3 
~·.' ............ ~ 
_usuaJ.ly4 .............,Almost always5 
49* I hesitate to talk to a pe:rson whom l revere highly. 
Almost neve:tt5 Seldom.l~ · Occa~d.onally3 
~ ~. ~
_usua.llu2 _Alnl.oJilt alwaysl 
50. I ·enjoy telling Jok~s on myaalt. 
_Almost neverl ......_.Seldom2 _.Ocoa:;stona.l.ly3 
· _usua.ll;v4 ...__Almo$t a.lwayt;:;5 
51. I find 1 t embavra$s:1ng to <txplain why I w~ll not con ... 
. . . 
tribute to a eatu~1e 1n which' ! oUght to be interested. 
___ Almost never5 ___ Se1dbm4 ___ ooca$1onally3 
.Almo$t alwayal -
52 • I ::u.ke to d:1aousa books I have rea4.. 
___ Almost neverl __._Seldom2 ___ oceasionally3 
............ usually4 _Allnost a.lway$5 
53• I d:l.slika to engage 1n ;J..engthy converiuttion as t;. 
past1me., 
_AJ.moet· nevev5 _Seldom4 _occae1onal.ly3 
__ usually2 _Almost alwaysl 
54~ I am at $a$e while making a pep talk. 
Almost neverl Seldom2 - - _oocasionally3 
_usu.al.ly4 Almost always5 -
55· l fear that what I have to $$.Y may not intH·~rest 
othevs. 
Almost never5 Sel.dorn4 Ocoasionally3 
~··. ~ ~ 
Ueua.1ly2 - ·. 
56li I feel ill at ease when twins to aympat.hi~e w1th a 
friend who has lost a clofiU) ~ela.t1ve. 
_Almost nevex-5 _Sel.d.om4 _oocaaionally3 
UaualJ.y2 Almost a.lwayal 
~ .~ 
57. I like to go to a aupet-lor l'tho baa given me an unfair 
a:-at1ns and talk the mattel:l over with h1In. 
Almost nevex-1 Seldom2 Ocoas1onally3 
~ ~ ~ 







5.8. I l3J(e to shoW' a su.pe;r.-io;r how he ean .im.pvove method$ 
' ~ , 
ot doing his work• 
~Almoest neverl _Seldom2 ._oooasionally3 
_uauallylf· ~Alm()tr1J always!> 
I am embarra$E.H~d after I have spoken up Jlmpulsively 
in a. meeting. 
60. I teel.musou1ar t~nsions~~y~bodu~whioll--J:~am.~unablEL 
to control when I speak. 
_,_Almost ~ever5 _Seldom4 --.,Qecasionall.y3 
___ usuallya ___ Almost alway$1 
61. I like to take the 1n1tiat~ve ~n getting aoqu.ainted in 
a large group. 
_Almo::;t neverl _Seldom2 _oecasiona.l.:Ly3 
___ usua.llyl~ ___ Almost always5 
62. I tind it easy to expa?eas »13" appreciation wben 
pleasantly surprised. 
_Almost neverl _Seldom~ _ocoasionallyS 
___ uaually4 ___ Almost always5 
63. I like to move around when I speak from a platform. 
Almost neverl - .. Selaom2 Oeoas:t.onally3 ........... ~ 
_usually4 Almost alwa;rs5 -
64. I t1nd it ditt1oult to talk back when a gua~d or 
gate~man speaks ha:r~ly tO rae. 
~Almc~t l1eve:r5 _Seldo:m4 ..._..Occas1onalll7'3 · 
__ uaually2 ~Almo$t alw&ysl 
65. I hesitate to tna1st upon apec1alserv:Lce trom trades"" 
people o~· publ.io employees even thougJ/l. I want it very 
mueh. 
__ftllnost never5 _;.Seldom4 _ocea$1onally3 
. uaually2 Almost alwaysl - -
66 • I dislike . to uii.dertake a tormal interview. 
_Almost never5 _Seld.om4 _oeca.sionally3 
· . UsualJ:o:r2 Almost al\t~ayal 
- tl -
67; I find it easy to squelch persons who tease me~ 
Almost neverl Seldom2 oocas1onally3 ................ -, ~ ~ 
_u,ually4 _Almost always5 
68. I l:Ute to carry on conversation with older people. 
___ Almost neverl ___ seldom2 ___ oocas1onally3 
Uaually4 Almost a.lwayv;5 
~- . ~ 
69. \~en I am asked sharply and une~eetedly tor some 




'(0. I ant em'bara:>assed by the neoess.1tV ot setting a pr.tce 
on my work. 
Allnost never5 - .··. 
_ueu.ally2 
___ se~dom4 ~Ocoasionally3 
~Almost alwa.ysl 
71. I am tree fl"om wot'mr about mald.ng e~:ttors i.n grammar 
when I speak. 
_.Almo$t neverl _$eldom2 _occa.s;Lonaliy3 
_uaua1l0 · _Almost alwaya5 
72, I like to volunt~er lllY' testimony to help another 
person out ot trouble. 
_Almost neverl _se1d.om2 _ooc.a.sionally:3 
___ usually4· ~Almost always5 
13. I like to part3.o1pate :J.n competitive games whel!ie oon-
versat1on ~lays a part. 
Almost neverl Seldom2 
~. ............... 
_utlually4 
74. I am nervous when introducing a famous speaker to an 
audience. 
___ Almost never5 ___ seldom4 ___ ooea.s1onally3 
___ uaually2 ___ Almost alwayal 








76 • :t have d.Utieulty in apologizing to a. pers.on when o.ther 
per$ona ave present. 
_Almost never5 _seldom4 __ _oocasionally3 
11• I~ is easy tor me to direct a st~anger to t1nd a place 
·1n the e.i ty. 
_Almost neverl _selddm2 _oocasionuly3 
__ uaually4 ..._Almost always:> 
78, I have d1tttculty 1n controlling my breathing· when I 
tw to speak tQ a group. 
' ' ' 5 4 3 _Almost never· _Seldom· ._ Ocea.s1onally •·· 
............. Ut~uall;y2 _Almost alwaysl 
79. I become espeoia.:t.l.y nelr\T-ous Just betore l am called 







SO" Wl:len I am highly prailll&d, I am easily flustered. 
_Almost nevel:'5 _seldom4 _ocoaa1ona.J.l;y3 
___ uaua11~2 _Almo$t alwayal 
81. I have d:ttttcul. ty tLn keeping my anus and lega trom 
t:t-etnb11:ns; when I malta a publio apeeoh. 
___ Almost never5 ___ se1dom4 ___ oceasionallyS 
__ uet,tally2 . _Almost a.lwayal 
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___ Almo$V alwayal 
83• I 11ke to tall stories around a campfire • 
. Almost neverl Seld.omg ······.······, Occasionall<t:t3 - - - ., 
.__Usua.J.J.y4 ..........;_.Al.most a1Lways5 
84·" l am tree from worry about $&.y;tng the wrong th!t,tg 
when I $peak. 
__.Almoat ne"''erl _seldom2 ....-..;04oaeiona1ly3 
_ueuall.r} ..._Alntost always5 
85"' I hes1tate to · talk about any ot my interEdltts which 
others might consider queer. 
Almost never!:S Sel.dom.4 Oaoasionally3 
~· .. ~. ~ 
Usuall.y-2 Almost a1l'Jay$l 
~ . ~ 
86. I enjoy acting in costume and mak~·up .. 
__j\.lmost neverl _sel<lom2 _occa.sionally3 
___ U$ually4 ___ AlmoJt always5 
87,.. I teal. that I want to apologi.ze wben l make a speech.. 
_Almost never5 _Seldom4 _oocas!ona.lly3 
_u~rually2 ___.Almost alwaysl 
88. I find it easy to rflake ex~u$ea to avoid aoeept1ng an 
.tnvitation l d.on•t want te> aecept .. 
Almost neverl Seldom2 Oeoasionally3 
~. ~ ~ 
_U$Ual:ty4 _Altn.ol$t a1waya5 
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89. I am ill at ea~e in a $1t\tation in which a. pel;"son ask~. 
me a g:t'eat many questions. 
_,_;.Almost never5 _se:tdom4 _ocea.aionally3 
_usua.lly2 _Almos.t alway~al 
90. I enJoy···givii)ii~~iiiemor:b:ed--=speeeh.=~--~~~~~--:~-·~--··~·--------
_Almostr neverl · __.Sel.dom2 _<r>coa.a1ona1ly3 
91. I am ill at ea~e l'lllile speakine; in eoe~a.J. ai tuationa 
which are s1:n?attge to me. 
~Almost never5 __.Seldom4 ___ occa.a1onally3 
~uauall'y2 _Almost al"t~>Jaysl 
92. I dislike to eon4uot group games. 
_Almost never5 _..,;.,..Beld.om4 _ocoasionally3 
_usually2 _Almost a:twayal 
93. When people talk of matters about wn1on ! am sensitive 
I avo1<1 entering into the conversation. 
---Almost never5 ___ seldom4 ___ oooas1onally3 
-;.;......Usu.ally2 _Almost alwaysl 
94. l feel lilte doing n1y best in d2.$0U$&1ona with people 
who like to ~ue. 
__.Alnl.oet nevex-l _seldom2 ._oeoasionally3 ,. 




95. I take pride in the efteotivene~s with which I speak 
•. . .. ' . 
~n public. 




:t am, ¢ure ot :myeelt when· acting ··a.$ tOta$tma$ter at a 
banqu~t~ 


























ARTICULATION !rEST SHEET . . . 
Peter drel1 an apple on, top of the pape~. 
Bobby t s pig brother ea.lled hlm Bob. 
When Gu.mmer comE:u.t,. Maw moyet t0 the farm. 
Wbi~h wheel came ott? 
We waeh our wind.Qws wt th soap and watel' ~· 
Fred totmd a calf near the gold. fish pond,. 
Vivian put on her glove$ beto~e she began to shovel. 
My brother l1kes this ~~d feather. 
Can you see an;v'bhing 1n the thicket .along the path? 
Ted bad a little oat with whtte feet. 
Old Ed got dotf.n off the ~ed ladde~. 
Guesfi what the man with the gun fo'U.tld in the nest •. 
L!.ttle gir:La like to play w1tb dol.lta. 
Harry read a story about a rabbit. 
Sister eats fl!OUP and 1ae O'.t"eam with a spoon. 
The bees were bu.zz:tng nea~ the zebX?a.. 
The e.h:lld eat in the kitchen playing with a ma.toh. 
Wb.:Lle she washed tnt: dish, the men .f•ished.. 
Ha~~ h0ld his nat behind 1n one hand. 
D1ok tilled h.:ts pookets w:l.tb oookies. 
'l'be girl totmd a big dog in ber wagon. 
The king had a rins on his £1ng~r. 
l53 
23. J~ ate b~ea.d and jam and two ora.ngea in .. the gat'age! 
24. You ma.y not play in tbe ya.X'd yet. 
l 
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PHQNE';t'IC ANALYSIS Slt!i:ET 
EXAMINER NAME OF CASE 
------------------- ~---------------SEX ___ , , , . AGE, .. DATE 
j .I , ... ; ...... -· __ ( ·-... 
l 
l. (p) • "'IIi"." -
a. (b) 
~ .. ., ~~~ - ' ~ ... ~ 
3· (m) ~~ ill 111-'llli ' ·""'"" ~ ·. ·--~fllo•• ,.,. .. -~ !'II. 
19. (h.) • I I ·-· 
20. (k) 
~ ~·. ' ' lii!UIIIII 
21. (g) 
.... il ~. u Oij,lli ~i~ ""' 
lh (hw) ..,, ... b'Ma411' 
' Jt.k . II! •1'1 .......... ' 22 • (~) ' .. 
5 " h1) il$11 ....... - I •· ~~ 23. (dJ) '. I h ~·..,... ·, 1 ... 
6. (f) • ~- ~·~"' ' ' 24. (.1) ' loiJli>44 
T· (v) ~ if ill'·-·~~- .~ ... ' ,Iii,. I ' . 25. (3.) • I ~ I ! ! .. I ll1i11'! • ,.~. 
a. (15 ) 
ill!o --~· ..... l,i!,. •.. 8 . , .I • • ·.!!U • 26. (I) ... ,.., . .-1!-'11 
9-. <e ) • ... .... , • . .... • . 27. (~I) 
10. (t) 
iuoblll .,...,~ .- •... ,= .... l.w IU . ....., . 28 .. (£) 
li!l!lto ··~ - r" • ~' ·~~.-,, ... li " 
ll. (d) 
""' .••• lji ••I I. u li! 29'1 (Pl.) 11.'• ••:lit i: anp; • .. H! I 
12. (n) ..-...,.,....._ ' II'!Jijllifl ' so • (a) ...... . if 
13. (1) . •: ' lit • ~ . • 'filllf:t!t'* ··r "'· t..l! •u. 31 .. (a) 
14. (l1) 
......... ill (i i I .. I .. . ~ "( !i.• a.. 3,.. (o) -:•.·. ·n.~ _.,. ,,.. ll!ll _,. --
15-. (s) ..... 33· (U) 
16. (~a} .. • ._il· ... I ·p-111'1!11 •.• -·,. ~ ,34. (u) 
l,7. (tS ) ll!flllllti • I . ' ~~ II ' ' .. . ~ ~ ' 35· Co) ~""· J f I t hi l ''lll't !"-'' 
18. (5) ....... .. • , ..... _, ill'....,.. 
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RATING OF lNTELLl:GJ:BlLITY: • 
_____ ......,ReadilY intel.ligible. 
-
___ ......._._ ...... xnt.$ll""'1ble 1r 'tbta l.1~.rt(l!ner- knOW$ the ton .. ·:t.o~ ·~ he• l .... II • ¥'R'"* I 1 , ~ .lj' 
·-· · -·. -··· .......... _ .. _., . ___ ........ Singl" wo:vds are int.ell~ible now ·and thel)!t 
Comp1et$lY' un1ntell~g1bl~ ;• 
Sounds produced . cor~9tll in 1so1a:"Uion fol~owing :~rbimU• 
·4-ation: _ _.._ _________________ ~ _ _..,....,__ 
----~--~------------------------------------~---sounds produced . W!O~:t:Jec,tlx .1n iaol.ation .toll owing· et:Lmu-
·lation:_. ________________ ~----------~--------------
il • J:W;)Ij i !Ill: ( t [ .,, 
